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INDONESIA POLLS PREDICT JOKOWI TO RETAIN PRESIDENCY
ore than 190 million Indonesians made their way to the polls on
17 April to vote in the world’s largest one-day elections. The
ballots pit president Joko Widodo against ex-general Prabowo
Subianto in a race to lead the Muslim-majority nation. The vote is a

M

mammoth logistical undertaking in a nation stretched across thousands of
islands, while early voting commenced the week before for Indonesians
staying abroad. Early vote counts predict a win for incumbent Widodo, but
official results won’t be known until May.

PREPARING FOR THE 5G NETWORK ROLLOUT

G is the next step in the development of mobile broadband
that will eventually replace, or at least enhance, your 4G
LTE connection. Technologies like artificial intelligence
(AI), virtual reality (VR) and massive machine communications have
the most to gain from the deployment of 5G. These new technologies
are innovative but immensely complex. The full adoption of 5G is
still a few years away. What needs to be done in the meantime is the
enhancement and optimisation of current 4G networks in order to
prepare for the full deployment of 5G.

5

SINGAPORE CONTINUES EFFORTS TO ENCOURAGE LIQUID EGGS

ingapore has attempted to encourage consumers to buy
liquid eggs in its attempts to become less reliant on food
imports. Due to the higher cost and complex process of
producing liquid eggs, Singapore’s efforts have been mixed. While
liquid eggs have failed to capture the heart of consumers, a
spokesperson from Singapore egg producer N&N Agriculture stated
that liquid eggs are mainly bought by food manufacturers. The AVA’s
efforts to encourage the food industry to use liquid eggs are still
ongoing. In the meantime, Singapore has continued to diversify its
import sources in order to avoid any unnecessary shortages.

S
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SINGAPORE SET TO ACCEPT APPLICATIONS FOR
REGISTRATION OF GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS

he new Registry of Geographical Indications at the
Intellectual Property Office of Singapore (IPOS) will begin
operations to receive applications from anywhere in the
world for the registration of geographical indications (GI). GIs are
products that possess special qualities or enjoy a certain reputation
due to its geographical origin. While GI protection is currently
available for wines and spirits, the establishment of the Registry will
extend GI protection to other agricultural products and foodstuff
such as cheeses and cured meats. Additionally, producers and
traders of registered GIs will be able to request for customs
authorities to detain suspected infringing goods which are imported
into or exported from Singapore.

T

CHINA POISED TO REMAIN AS MANUFACTURING
HUB DESPITE RISING COSTS

he effects of the U.S.-China trade dispute are beginning to
appear more prominently. Multinational companies are
beginning to consider relocating their factories amid rising
costs of production. China has long held a significant cost advantage
that helped propel it to its leading position as the world's manufacturing
hub. This rising cost will not eliminate all manufacturing in China. As
the nation transitions into a consumption-driven economy, some
production will be transferred to Southeast Asia. However, analysts
predict that Southeast Asia will not become the next manufacturing
hub. Advancements in technologies and automation has opened the
possibility of moving production assets closer to target markets.

T

VIETNAMESE SMEs AND START-UPS EXPECTED TO KEEP GROWING
ietnam has proven itself a prime location for small and
medium enterprises (SMEs); especially start-ups that are
focused on technology. The ASEAN SME Transformation
Study was conducted by the United Overseas Bank in Singapore
revealed Vietnamese SME’s appreciation for the critical role that

V

technology plays in growing their businesses in a sustainable,
competitive way. Software, such as mobile applications, are a
primary interest among investors. Two of three SMEs predicted their
revenue would grow through the second half of 2019, and one in
three SMEs anticipate that it will increase by double digits.
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GRAB TARGETS ANOTHER US$2 BILLION FUNDING IN 2019
looking to rapidly expand its business in financial services and
food delivery. Tan also mentions that Grab is also looking to
make at least six investments or acquisitions this year. Grab’s
financing round started shortly after it bought Uber’s Southeast
Asian operations in March 2018.

rab expects to raise another US$2 billion from strategic
investors this year. This news comes just weeks after it
announced funding of over $4.5 billion in the region’s
largest private financing round. According to CEO Anthony Tan,
the funding will be a mix of debt and equity, adding that Grab is

G

TAIWAN SPORTS MASSIVE DEMAND FOR LOW-COST FLIGHTS

aiwan has seen a massive surge in demand for low-cost air
travel in the past six years. According to the Civil
Aeronautics Administration (CAA), the number of
passengers on budget flights exceeded 10.6 million in 2018 alone.
This is a monumental increase from the approximate 1 million in
2012. In 2018, there were 23 local and foreign budget airlines
operating in Taiwan, accounting for 18.7 per cent of the international
and cross-Taiwan Strait carriers serving Taiwan. Within the first two
months of 2019, the market share of budget carriers in Taiwan was
more than 20 percent, said the CCA.

T

SOUTH KOREAN BANK AND TECH GIANTS TACKLE CYBERCRIME

CONLOOP, South Korea’s leading blockchain company,
announced a collaboration with Seoul headquartered SBI
Savings Bank. The collaboration is an effort in making
personal authentication services more secure. In a world with an
increasing severity in cybercrime and personal identity theft, digital
authentication has become the utmost paramount with regards to
online security, especially when it comes to banking. ICONLOOP
says its ‘SBI Simple Authentication’ will work via SBI Savings Bank’s
mobile banking apps and will enable users to verify blockchainbased PIN or fingerprint access without the need for further
security steps, such as one time passwords (OTP).

I

TURKISH AIRLINES
COMPLETES
GREAT MIGRATION
TO ISTANBUL
n hour after Turkish Airlines’ flight TK54 left Istanbul’s Atatürk
Airport bound for Singapore, the process of moving to the brand-new
Istanbul Airport began.
Turkey’s Transport Minister Mehmet Turhan sent off the flight by
saying, “I am glad to send you off as the last commercial passengers of
Atatürk Airport. Upon your return, you will land in Istanbul Airport, a
monument of victory, the world’s biggest airport.”
The ‘Great Migration’, as the move to the new airport is known, is unique in
global aviation history. Overnight hundreds of trucks carried equipment such as
aircraft-towing vehicles and security sensors from Atatürk, on the shores of the Sea of
Marmara, 30 kilometres north to the new airport by the Black Sea.
Atatürk Airport was first opened to commercial traffic in 1953, and gradually
expanded over the years. But, as Istanbul is fast becoming a major hub connecting East
and West, the city needed a new airport. The new Istanbul Airport will cover an area
larger than Manhattan and eventually handle 200 million passengers a year—roughly
triple Atatürk Airport’s current traffic. That would also make it the largest airport in the
world measured by passenger traffic.
The moving operation took 33 hours in total and safely concluded on 6 April,
8.00pm Istanbul time—significantly ahead of schedule. Turkish Airlines Chairman of the
Board and the Executive Committee, M. İlker Aycı said of the move, “After this great
move, which will be watched by the entire world, we will wake up to a new morning. It
will be a morning, which the sun shining on Turkish aviation with the flights operated at
Istanbul Airport. I convey my hopes that it will bring a great fortune to both our country
and company.”
The first Turkish Airlines flight following the move took off on time for Ankara, the
nation’s capital, at 2.00 pm on 6 April, while its first international arrivals landed a few
hours later. Other international carriers will begin flying to and from the airport in the
coming days, with normal capacity due to be reached by the end of the following week.
The IATA code for Istanbul, IST will be given to Istanbul Airport at 6 April, 3.00
am following the Great Migration. Atatürk Airport, which will be hosting cargo and VIP
passenger flights, will use the ISL code.

A
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MIMOS AND MICROSOFT’S ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
CENTRE TO ACCELERATE MALAYSIA’S INDUSTRY 4.0
n line with Malaysia’s goal to become a high-tech industry
destination by 2025, MIMOS, an agency under the Ministry of
International Trade & Industry Malaysia; and Microsoft have
jointly established an Applied Artificial Intelligence (AI) Centre in Malaysia

I

THAILAND SET TO BECOME A PRODUCTION HUB FOR HEAVY TRUCKS

hailand is fast becoming Southeast Asia’s juggernaut
in medium and heavy commercial vehicle production.
Scania (Sweden and Hino (Japan) have both updated
their heavy vehicle production offering to Thailand, with Scania
the, latest global manufacturer, to set up a regional production
and R&D centre in the country. Hino, the Japanese truckmaker

T

named “Centre of AI for Future Industry (CAIFI)”. The strategic
collaboration signifies the commitment by both parties to accelerate the
nation’s shift to Cloud, placing Malaysia on the roadmap to be a digitalfirst nation as strategised under the National Policy on Industry 4.0.

is also investing more than US$100m to build a regional medium
and heavy truck production hub serving markets across
Asia-Pacific. Despite having a smaller market than neighbouring
Indonesia, truckmakers are still choosing Thailand; which has a
modestly large heavy commercial vehicles market, with between
15,000 and 20,000 heavy trucks registered each year.

EVENTS LISTING
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8TH PHILIPPINE SME BUSINESS
EXPO & CONFERENCE 2019
2-3 MAY
SMX CONVENTION CENTER, PASAY,
PHILIPPINES
philsme.com

he Philippine SME Business Expo & Conference
(PHILSME) is the Philippines’ Largest Business-2-Business
Expo, Conference, and Networking
Event dedicated to empower the
Small and Medium Enterprises in
the Philippines. The 8th PHILSME
is gearing up to feature around 120
exhibitors of over 200 brands of
business solutions and opportunities. The event is expecting over
10,000 visitors this year. The 2-day
event will also provide the latest innovations and trends. It will provide growth opportunities for
SMEs to be competitive in the Philippines and within the ASEAN
Economic Community.

T

ITEX 2019

2-4 MAY
KUALA LUMPUR CONVENTION CENTRE
itex.com.my

019 marks the 30th installation of the International Invention, Innovation and Technology Exhibition
(ITEX) in Malaysia. ITEX carries
on the tradition of being a launchpad for numerous inventive disruptions, including innovations that reflect the burgeoning growth of
digital era. The ITEX series sets the
stage for the convergence of inventors and innovators with investors,
propelling ideas forward into commercially viable realities.

2

✷ RETAIL ASIA CONFERENCE & EXPO
7-10 MAY 2019
HALL 5BCD, HONG KONG CONVENTION
AND EXHIBITION CENTRE
retailasiaexpo.com

t Retail Asia Conference
& Expo, you will find
over 2,000 products and
solutions for your retail business.
Exhibitors provide a wide variety of
technology and design products,
such as VR/AR, POS, digital signage, security systems, etc. Compare prices and functionality of different suppliers, and make informed
and intelligent purchasing decisions. Meet with retail professionals
from Hong Kong and beyond and
share ideas with other industry
peers or future business partners.

A

for demonstrating technology and
software solutions, cutting edge keynote presentations and open discussions on the most pressing info-security and cyber resilience issues
impacting the region.

TADSUMMIT ASIA 2019

28-29 MAY
VIDA BUKIT CEYLON, KUALA LUMPUR
tadsummit.com/2019/asia

THE INDIE SUMMIT 2019

8-10 MAY
THE ROSEWOOD HOTEL, BEIJING
indiesummit.net

fter three successful
years in London, the Indie Summit will move to
Beijing, China, in 2019. The Summit is about the changes and global
trends which affect all of us, all over
the world. China is a huge and critical market. It’s also the source of
many game-changing initiatives and
advances in marketing and communications technology. Many leading
figures representing different industries from Europe, Asia, Africa and
the Americas will be speaking at the
Indie Summit 2019.

A

✷ ITB CHINA
15-17 MAY 2019
HALL 1, SHANGHAI WORLD EXPO AND
EXHIBITION CENTER
itb-china.com

TB China is a three-day
B2B travel exhibition exclusively focused on the
Chinese Travel Market. It brings together more than 850 buyers from
Greater China with industry professional from all over the world. The
event also provides various networking events and a matchmaking
system in order to enhance networking and to maximize business
opportunities at the expo. The exhibitors are tourism businesses
coming from all over the world and
covering the entire range of touristic products and services along the
touristic value chain.

I

AIMA JAPAN ANNUAL FORUM 2019
23 MAY
THE RITZ-CARLTON, TOKYO
aima.org/events

VIETNAM INTERNATIONAL CAFE SHOW
2-4 MAY 2019
SAIGON EXHIBITION & CONVENTION CENTER ,
HO CHI MINH CITY
cafeshow.com.vn

he Vietnam International
Cafe Show is Asia's No. 1
coffee event, where buyers and exhibitors look to develop
the coffee scene in the region. The
show also incorporates the World
Barista Championship, where more
than 60 national representatives
compete to be crowned champion.

T

✷

2ND APAC CYBER RESILIENCE &
RISK FORUM
9-10 MAY

NOVOTEL CLARKE QUAY, SINGAPORE
cyberresilienceforum.com

ith Cybercrime and Data
Breaches becoming more
prevalent in the APAC region there is an urgent need for the
government, security experts and
other stakeholders to work together
against cybercriminals. The APAC
Cyber Resilience & Risk Forum is
an open and informative platform

W

Magazine is a supporting media partner for this event.

echnologies once hidden
away by the monopolies
to telecommunications
and their suppliers are now freely
available to be programmed into applications, services and business
processes. Programmable telecommunications connects
people,
things and services together in ways
we’ve never imagined possible. It is
now programmable, hence democratised for everyone to build upon.
TADSummit Asia brings a diversity
of experiences and exceptional
thought leadership. It is here to
show that the future of telecoms is
already here.

T

he Alternative Investment
Management Association
(AIMA) is the global representative of the alternative investment industry, with more than
1,900 corporate members in over
60 countries. AIMA brings together
the expertise and diversity of its
membership to provide leadership
in industry initiatives such as advocacy, policy and regulatory engagement, educational programmes and
sound practice guides. AIMA works
to raise media and public awareness
of the value of the industry.

T

EVENT TECH SHOW
ASIA PACIFIC 2019
30 MAY
ZOUK, SINGAPORE
eventtechshow.com

xpectations for events
have become greater
more than ever. Event
planners have gone beyond just
meeting the events’ objectives, but
constantly seek means to bring new,
bold and unique elements into each
of their creations. Considering the
crucial role that technology plays in
the event industry, Avenevv introduced Event Tech Show (ETS) as
the first event technology exhibition
organised in Asia Pacific, in conjunction with their commercial launch.
The event will showcase the latest
inspiring event technologies to event
planners, agencies and any event enthusiasts in Asia Pacific.

E

INSPIRED SMEs
INSPIRING SMEs

Pulau Pinang

Kuala Lumpur

Kota Kinabalu

Singapore

Jakarta

WWW.INSPIREDSME.COM
Organised by
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IDEAS BAR

BY
JORDAN
LOW

TINY PROJECTOR, BIG SCREEN

P

rojectors are heavy and bulky machines. They are very much still a luxury product that is nice to have but very
inconvenient to bring around. The advent of the portable projector aims to provide a quality theatre experience no
matter where you go. The ViewSonic M1 promises to deliver this quality without sacrificing portability and comes
with Kadon-tuned speakers built-in.

THE SIMPLEST USER INTERFACE
ttn, a physical button that
can be used in any way
its owner sees fit, is an
attempt to bring back a
tactile element to the way
we connect with everyone and
everything around us. Using the
IFTTT protocol, this IoT device can be
programmed to control any Internetenabled device, from sending emails to
turning on the house lights.

B

STAY COOL AT ANY TIME
esearchers at the University
of Maryland have developed
a new material that senses
how warm a person’s body
is and automatically adjusts
how much heat it traps or releases. The
fibers are made of two different synthetic
materials, one that absorbs water and one
that repels it, both of which are then
coated in carbon nanotubes. The idea is,
when water (i.e. sweat) gets absorbed by
half of each fiber, it distorts the fibers so
they come closer together.

R
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WIRELESS AND
FLEXIBLE

ireless
charging
is fast
becoming
the hottest
trend among handheld
device enthusiasts.
Unlike many wireless
chargers that demand a
lot of surface area, the
Xpad is a thin wireless
charger with a flexible
wireless charging pad.
Xpad boasts a pad that
is just 2.2mm thin,
which is about 75%
thinner than other wireless charging pads on
the market. Due to its
flexible form, the
charging pad has the
potential to be used on
various surfaces,
including the curved
armrest on a sofa.

W

BE PREPARED FOR CAR EMERGENCIES

W

MIRRORLESS REVOLUTION

reated as an extension of the highly
popular X-T3, the X-T30 is a smaller,
lighter and more affordable package.
This pint-sized camera packs a big
punch for it’s size. While it is no slouch
in the stills picture department, it truly shines in
regards to video capture. It has the capability of
shooting DCI 4K 30 fps for up to 10 minutes at a
time, providing a near cinema like recording. It also
has a staggering 425 point phase detection autofocus
system, with the capability of both face detection and
eye detection in its continuous focusing mode.

C

hen going on a road trip or driving overseas for work, it always helps to be prepared. However, car maintenance often
means carrying around a lot of clunky accessories. 'CarAIDE' aims to solve this predicament. Positioned as a
multipurpose device to keep in a car year-round, the tool has a powerful battery within that can be used for charging
up your smartphone or even jumpstarting your car's battery. The device also acts as a flashlight, compass and more to
keep drivers prepared for anything that might happen when heading out on their daily commute or a longer trip.
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BY
ONG XIANG
HONG
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uying stuff
used to be so
easy.
Customers
walked into a
shop, paid for
whatever they
wanted to
buy, and left.
But
now, the
Internet has
changed the
way we engage with retailers. In turn, the advent
of e-commerce has also enabled retailers to
change the way they operate. The retail industry,
for better or worse, is now forever changed by
e-commerce and its connectivity.
For Asia, the rise of e-commerce has had a
profound effect. It has the world’s highest rate
of Internet shopping and the fastest growth in
overall sales, according to research done by Bain
& Co. Vast communities of consumers, retailers
and partners are rapidly reshaping the entire
retail landscape, forcing retailers to just as quickly
make some fundamental decisions.

B

CHINA, SOUTH KOREA, AND INCREASINGLY INDIA,
ARE AT THE FOREFRONT OF DIGITALIZATION IN RETAIL
ONLINE RETAIL PENETRATION. 2017

CAGR, 2015-17
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In other words, the hyper-competitive retail market in Asia forces retailers to innovate
or die. Amazon may have launched the world’s first proprietary ecosystem, but the
concept has so far generated its biggest momentum in China, where Alibaba and
Tencent have within a few short years built open variants of the ecosystem—with
features uniquely tailored to Chinese consumers.
This concept has also made its way to Southeast Asia, with channels like Lazada,
Shopee, Qoo10, and a host of other regional players vying for a slice of the digital retail pie.
In this issue of SME, we take a look at what the future of digital retail holds, and
how retailers can

OMNI EVERYTHING

The scale of change taking place within the retail industry is phenomenal. Things that
just a couple of years ago we thought impossible are fast becoming reality. This is partly
due to access to unprecedented computing power, near-limitless data, and AI to make
sense of it all, plus, through visual and voice computing interfaces, the ability to absorb
and process information in a way that once was purely the domain of humans.
Furthermore, these different technologies are now being combined in entirely
new ways to create something far greater than the sum of the component parts. This
is known as omnichannel retailing, where firms take a fully-integrated approach
to commerce that provides shoppers a unified experience across online and offline
channels. Omnichannel shopping extends from brick-and-mortar locations to browsing
on your mobile phone, e-commerce marketplaces, on-site storefronts, social media,
retargeting, and everything in between.
The dream behind omnichannel retailing is to be everywhere, every time in
customers’ lives.

OMNICHANNEL
ECOSYSTEMS
BENEFIT BOTH
SHOPPERS AND
RETAILERS
ONE-STOP SHOP FOR SHOPPERS

SOLUTIONS FOR RETAIL PARTNERS
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Devin Wenig, the president of eBay Marketplaces, explains, “I just think we’ve hit an
inflection point where technology is now so pervasive and so useful that we’re past the
tipping point. And the world of e-commerce and commerce are now just seamlessly
merged, and everything is omnichannel. It’s not about the phone or the desktop or
the store—it’s about all of those. I think the last two years in particular have been
extraordinary in the sense that technology has deconstructed the retail industry.”
An omnichannel presence is not just the ability to sell online and offline. As
mentioned, it involves being everywhere at every time. For example, being able to take
advantage of customers’ shopping patterns is part of a backend omnichannel strategy
for retailers. A fleshed out omnichannel strategy would involve, among others, allowing
in-store visitors to see products and deals on their mobile devices, ship purchases to
stores, have in-store purchases shipped to their home, have stores process returns, and
allow for exchanges in a physical retail location.

THE FUTURE OF THE STORE

Related to omnichannel retailing is what the future of offline retail would be.
Inevitably, the use of technology is also pervading brick-and-mortar stores.
Zebra Technologies’ 2018 Retail Shopper Study showed that 44 per cent of
shoppers surveyed are still not satisfied with customer service and staff availability.
At the same time, rising shopper expectations are outpacing the in-store technology
investments that many retailers are making, with 44 per cent saying that they think that
they are better connected than shop assistants.
But for all the technological advancements behind e-commerce, eBay’s Wenig
believes the death of the store is greatly exaggerated. “There will be a transformation
of retail real estate, but not an end to it. I think people like to shop and they like the
serendipity of stores. Shopping is as much about entertainment and engagement as it is
about utility,” he said.

The Retail Shopper Study
survey also showed that shoppers
believe technology is improving
the shopping experience, with
57 per cent of respondents
specifically citing store associates
using tablets as an improvement
in the shopping experience.
Technological advancements are
helping retailers meet and exceed
customer expectations by offering
new levels of personalization,
speed, and convenience.
Lim Fang How, Zebra
Technologies’ Regional Director for
Southeast Asia explains, “Brickand-mortar stores are expanding
their e-commerce presence. At the
same time, retailers are finding
that many customers still prefer
to visit physical stores due to the
customer experiences that only
brick-and-mortar shops can provide.
As such, e-commerce retailers such
as Amazon are actually setting
up physical stores to tap into this

18
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demand. Smaller retailers are also
carving out a niche for themselves
by offering bespoke experiences,
such as by tapping into customer
insights to offer personalised
discounts and promotions.”
The role of the store itself will
also change as technology evolves. As
distribution and fulfilment centres,
existing brick-and-mortar stores are
perfect solutions as they are located
in population centres. Think of a
traditional store—the square footage
in a store needs to attract people in
the door, it needs to have the right
inventory at the right time, and it
needs to have high service levels. It is
an expensive and inefficient model.
Of this phenomenon, Lim gives
an example of a shoe store. “If a store
does not have a size 9 shoe in stock,
for example, the store associate can
quickly use his mobile computer or
tablet to locate the nearest available
stock or arrange to have the item
shipped to the customer’s location.
This is why real-time visibility into
inventory is paramount. We’ve
seen from the Retail Shopper Study
that out-of-stocks are a major issue
for retailers, as 70 per cent of instore shoppers have left without
purchasing what they were seeking.
However, retailers can recover six
in 10 incidents with discounts or
alternative fulfillment options, such
as ship-to-home.”

RETAIL ECOSYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT BY COUNTRY

INTERCONNECTED ECOSYSTEMS

Retail ecosystems are vast,
interconnected communities of
consumers, retailers and partners.
Ecosystems start by combining a
sticky set of consumer services like
e-commerce, chat, streaming, gaming,
booking services and payments in a
single platform or app. They attract
a huge customer base, which in turn
becomes incredibly attractive to
retailers looking for easy access to a
critical mass of consumers. A single,
dramatic example: Tencent’s WeChat
has one billion subscribers and is
transforming the retail experience in
partnership with JD.com.
Plugging into an ecosystem
also gives those retailers access to
a host of hard-to-build capabilities,
everything from rich customer data

analytics to extensive logistics networks to cloud services. This can be a compelling and
capital-light alternative to building and scaling their own capabilities.
The resulting scale achieved by ecosystem players provides both the capacity
to reinvest and access to a new set of prized competitive advantages. This, in turn,
provides the basis for expansion into new services, new formats and new geographies—
such as Alibaba’s entrance into travel services with Alitrip (since renamed Fliggy),
its futuristic Hema supermarkets or its expansion into Southeast Asia by buying a
controlling interest in Lazada.
In many ways, ecosystems are a natural progression for Asian markets. The
retailing landscape in China, India and the developing countries of Southeast Asia
is highly fragmented, with relatively few stores per capita. These conditions were
perfect for innovative digital insurgents like Alibaba and Tencent in China, Lazada
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in Southeast Asia and Flipkart in India to enter and disrupt, quickly meeting the
consumer demands of a rising middle class.
These massive ecosystems are open to all retailers as an alternative to building
their own platform. Consider how thousands of retailers in China sell on Alibaba
and Tencent, which compete head-to-head as the market’s leading ecosystems.
Scale open ecosystems thrive in markets that are ripe for digital disruption
by scale insurgents. In these geographies, market factors create outsized
opportunities for e-commerce. For example, there is a permissive environment
for commercializing Big Data, attractive fulfilment economics and retail
market structures that present low barriers to entry for digital insurgents. In
markets that are conducive to scale open ecosystems, we are likely to see a
winner-takes-all situation, with one or two leading players capturing most of
the market. Any retailer hoping to ride the wave of growth will need to partner
with one of those leaders.

How toHOW TO
choose
a
CHOOSE
A
strategic
eSTRATEGIC
commerce
E-COMMERCE
option OPTION

Is there a scale digital
disrupter? A market
with dominant leaders
is hard to penetrate.
The best option might
be to participate in
their ecosystems or sell
to them.

Is there cost
leadership? Companies
with an advantaged
relative cost position
may not need to join
an ecosystem. For
them, accessing the
benefits of further
scale can be less
critical.

Is the ecosystem not a
competitor? It makes
more sense to join an
ecosystem when there
is little to no risk of
losing customers
directly to that
ecosystem.

What are your omnichannel
capabilities? Building
omnichannel capabilities
such as e-commerce or lastmile fulfilment can require
significant capital
investment. Instead,
retailers can access those
capabilities by participating
in an existing ecosystem.

Unmanned Shops

TRENDS
Trends That
THAT
Are
Redefining ARE
Retail
REDEFINING
RETAIL

• In Hong Kong, Tencent’s WeChat Pay HK and JOOX collaborated with Sun
Hung Kai Properties to open an unmanned shop in January. The 1,000 square
foot unmanned shop featured five themed zones offering trendy gaming,
Chinese New Year merchandise, limited edition souvenirs, a self-service
karaoke station and an AI mechanical arm interactive experience zone.

Virtual Reality
• Great customer experiences will come from blending technology with a
personal touch. Recently, L’Oréal Group brand Lancôme partnered with
Alibaba Cloud to introduce an AR game to customers in Shanghai, promoting
its beauty products through interactive experiences.

Predicting Consumer Behaviour
• While marketers believe collecting big data is enough to understand current
consumer behaviour, building accurate predictions of future consumer
behaviour may be the game changer. Nielsen’s Smartstore was rolled out
across 12 Asia-Pacific markets in 2018, capturing shoppers’ head, eye and feet
movements for analysis.

Solving the ‘Last Mile’ Problem
• As e-commerce continues its relentless march, retailers are increasingly
seeking to cut down on shipping time. However, the problem of the ‘last mile’
remains: how to get it from the warehouse to the customer’s hands cheaply
and quickly. Drone shipping has been widely touted as a solution, but for now
advanced sorting algorithms by vendors like Honeywell are doing the job for
human despatch drivers.

THE FUTURE OF RETAIL Most of
all, retailers still need to focus on
the basics: having what customers
want and servicing them well. But
the digital revolution has added an
extra dimension to that. Connecting
with your customers is now the digital
equivalent of that basic retail formula.
Wenig says, “Building engaging
experiences across channels is
incredibly important. Many retailers
have spent their entire lives thinking
about how to build an engaging
experience in one channel, which is the
store. Understanding how to connect
with your core customers across every
way they want to connect—not the way
you want them to connect but the way
they want to connect with you—is a
different skill.”
Consequently, in the future
retailers will have to be social
media savvy. Core future skills will
involve engaging across platforms,
optimising search, combined with
branding tactics. Analysing data
gleaned from omnichannel retailing
and the ecosystem will no longer be
a luxury for players in the field—it
will be a necessity.
The scale of the change coming
our way means that making minor
tactical adjustments or course
corrections on the go just won’t cut
it. New retail experiences, attention
grabbers, and store concepts (both
online and offline) will be developed
in the near future. In this new era,
everyone can be a retailer, and every
surface a store. There will be new
competitors from outside the sector as
well, reimagining what retail can be.
Thriving in such challenging conditions
requires entirely different combinations
of skills and the courage and creativity
to rethink entire business models—not
just adapt them.
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W

hat do
computers,
phones,
microwave ovens,
MRI machines,
satellites, and
printers have in
common? Their
functions are
regulated by

semiconductors.
Semiconductors have transformed our
lives. They form the heart of various kinds
of electronic devices, including diodes,
transistors, and integrated circuits. The
modern computing revolution was built on
the back of semiconductors, due to their
compactness, reliability, power efficiency, and
low cost. These wafers of silicon make up the
core of every computer and smartphone.
Turning the second most abundant element
in the Earth’s crust (after oxygen) into
these chips is nothing less than a minor
miracle. Every step in the process of
transforming sand into semiconductor
is a carefully orchestrated sequence of
photolithographic etching and chemical
processing. Semiconductor fabrication
facilities are known as foundries, with much
of the process taking place in an automated,
hermetically sealed environment.
Needless to say, there is plenty of money
to be made in semiconductor fabrication. But
competition in the semiconductor industry is
cutthroat, and profit margins are razor-thin.
In 1965, Intel CEO Gordon Moore posited
Moore’s Law—which states that processing
power on a microchip doubles about every
two years, while the cost is halved. In other
words, the industry lives and dies by a simple
creed: smaller, faster and cheaper.
The benefit of being tiny is pretty
simple—finer lines mean more transistors
can be packed onto the same chip. The
more transistors on a chip, the faster it can
do its work. Thanks in large part to fierce
competition and to new technologies that
lower the cost of production per chip, within
a matter of months, the price of a new chip
can fall 50 per cent.
Furthermore, as we have seen,
fabrication is complex and hence expensive.
Foundries have to be kept running at full
(or near-full) capacity to be cost-effective.
As a result, there is constant pressure on
chip makers to come up with something
better and even cheaper than what redefined
state-of-the-art only a few months before.
Chip makers must constantly go back
to the drawing board to come up with

superior goods. Even in a down market, weak sales are no excuse for not coming up with
better products to whet the appetites of customers who will eventually need to upgrade their
computing and electronic devices.

DIFFERENT SPECIES OF SEMICONDUCTOR

Broadly speaking, the semiconductor industry is made up of four main product categories:
		 MEMORY: Memory chips
serve as temporary
data storage, passing
information to and
from devices’ brains.
The memory market is
highly consolidated, with
margins so low that only a
few giants like Samsung,
Micron, and Hynix can
afford to stay in the game.
		 MICROPROCESSORS: These
are central processing
units that contain the
basic logic to perform
tasks. Intel’s domination
of the PC microprocessor
segment has forced
nearly every other
competitor (with the
exception of AMD)
out of the mainstream
market and into smaller

niches or different
segments altogether.
		 COMMODITY INTEGRATED CIRCUIT:
Sometimes called
“standard chips”, these
are produced in huge
batches. These chips
are the workhorses of
electronic devices and
products, like electronic appliances, barcode
scanners and devices
with a single use, that
perform simple,
repetitive processing
routines. Dominated by
very large Asian chip
manufacturers, this segment offers razor-thin
profit margins that only
the biggest semiconductor companies can
compete for.

		 COMPLEX SOC: The “system
on a chip” is essentially
all about the creation of
an integrated circuit chip
with an entire system's
capability on it. The market
revolves around growing
demand for consumer
products that combine new
features and lower prices.
With the doors to the
memory, microprocessor
and commodity integrated
circuit markets tightly
shut, the SOC segment is
arguably the only one left
with enough opportunity
to attract a wide range of
companies. Smartphone
processors fall into this
segment, with the CPU,
network, audio, camera,
and other modules lasered
onto the same chip.

MOORE’S LAW

THE
THE NUMBER
NUMBER OF
OF TRANSISTORS
TRANSISTORS ON
ON A
A MICROCHIP
MICROCHIP IS
IS DOUBLED,
DOUBLED,
THOUGH
THE
COST
OF
COMPUTERS
IS
HALVED,
EVERY
THOUGH THE COST OF COMPUTERS IS HALVED, EVERY TWO
TWO
YEARS.
YEARS.

THE RELENTLESS MARCH OF MOORE’S LAW
THE RELENTLESS MARCH OF MOORE’S LAW
If cars shrunk at the rate of
Moore’s Law, today they’d be the
size of an ant.
If cars shrunk at the rate of
Moore’s Law, today they’d be the
size of an ant.
If the cost of the Apollo Space
Program (US$25 billion) fell at the
same rate as Moore’s Law, today a
trip to the moon would cost as
If the cost
the Apollo
Space
much
as aof
small
private
plane.
Program (US$25 billion) fell at the
same rate as Moore’s Law, today a
trip to the moon would cost as
much as a small private plane.

If house prices fell at the same
rate as Moore’s Law, you could
purchase a bungalow for the price
of a piece of candy.
If house prices fell at the same
rate as Moore’s Law, you could
purchase a bungalow for the price
of a piece of candy.
If an Android phone were built
using 1971 technology, the chip
alone would be the size of a car.
If an Android phone were built
using 1971 technology, the chip
alone would be the size of a car.
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DIFFERENT SPECIES OF SEMICONDUCTOR FIRMS

The high-pressure nature of the semiconductor business has made firms evolve into different species, based on their business model.

INTEGRATED DEVICE
MANUFACTURERS
The traditional, vertically integrated firms are

known as integrated device manufacturers
(IDMs). IDMs design, test, and fabricate
their own semiconductors. At the dawn of
the industry, this was necessary because
manufacturing involved tweaking parameters,
precise understanding of the manufacturing
processes being used, and the occasional
need to redesign. Examples of IDMs are Intel,
Samsung, and Texas Instruments.

FABLESS
MANUFACTURERS
However, economic forces have forced

semiconductor firms to evolve away from the
IDM model. As manufacturing techniques
developed, microelectronics became more
standardised, allowing them to be used
by more than a single manufacturer. This

standardisation allowed design to be split
from manufacture. A design that obeyed
the appropriate design rules could be
manufactured by different companies that
had compatible manufacturing methods. An
important development that allowed this was
the introduction of advances in electronic
design automation (EDA), which allowed
circuit designers to exchange design data with
other designers using different foundries.
From this, manufacturers were able to
outsource the fabrication of semiconductors
to purpose-built foundries. ‘Fabless’
manufacturers, as they are known, do the
designing, marketing, and sales in-house while
not owning any foundries themselves. The
fabless model allows chip manufacturers to
focus on their core competencies without being
saddled by the overheads of a foundry. As a
result, fabless manufacturers can concentrate
on R&D or niche market segments.
Intel’s largest rival in the PC market,
AMD is an example of a fabless manufacturer.
The majority of smartphone chip

manufacturers are also fabless, including
Qualcomm, Mediatek, and HiSilicon.

PURE-PLAY
FOUNDRIES
On the other side of the equation are the

foundries which undergo the complex
process of semiconductor fabrication.
Investment into a wafer fab alone
requires anywhere from US$1 billion to
US$15 billion depending on complexity.
Due to the large initial investment
and overheads involved, specialised
foundries that only manufacture under
contract from fabless manufacturers have
appeared. These are known as pure-play
foundries. The largest and most wellknown example in the market is Taiwanbased TSMC. There also exists specialty
foundries like Sony Semiconductor
Solutions and TowerJazz, which focus
on niche products like camera imaging
sensors or automotive chips.
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START-UP GUIDE

he semiconductor
industry is a critical
sector in today’s
interconnected world.
With the Fourth
Industrial Revolution
upon us, electronics are
about to take centre
stage in industry, just as they have in the
consumer market.
Entry into the semiconductor market
is daunting, as the costs for doing so are
prohibitively high. An investment into a wafer
fabrication plant can incur anything from
US$8 billion to US$15 billion depending
on the type of technologies and equipment

T

required. In addition, specialist knowledge
such as the behaviour of electrons at the
subatomic level and silicon chemistry is
required—not to mention having a sharp
business acumen.
Therefore, the route most taken by
startups in this field is to design chips and
outsource their fabrication. These are known
as ‘fabless’ manufacturers. The cost of becoming a fabless manufacturer is comparatively
lower, and as a result fabless semiconductor
entities have captured almost 40 per cent of
the industry. This market penetration has been
more apparent in the last 30 years.
Take Guangzhou-based Gowin Semiconductor for example. Founded in 2014,

BY
ONG XIANG
HONG

Gowin makes field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) chips. Such chips are designed to be
configured by a customer or a designer after
manufacturing—hence the term ‘field-programmable’. They are used in sectors as diverse
as automotive, video interfaces, electronics,
telecommunications, defence and aerospace.
In 2018, Gowin expects to sell 10
million FPGA chips—in stark contrast to the
company’s first order for just 10 chips in
January 2017. Its big break came after the
crisis over Chinese telecommunications firm
ZTE, where the US banned American firms
from selling to ZTE—including the missioncritical FPGA chips.
Gowin CEO Zhu Jinghui says,

“Theoretically, FPGA can deliver all the
functionality of other chips like CPU. If you
can design an FPGA, then you can design
all the other chips. So we can say that FPGA
is the ‘crown jewel’ in semiconductor chip
design. I think our FPGA chips can fully
replace ones produced in the US. It's already
been proven by our clients.”
With Gowin’s expanded capacity, China
is now one of two countries in the world which
can make FPGA chips at a viable production
volume. Gowin believes it can challenge the
global leaders: US companies Xilinx, Altera
and Lattice, which together control 90 per cent
of the global market for FPGA chips. Gowin’s
existing 55-nanometre (nm) chips means it is already able to compete with its American rivals
for the low- and mid-density FPGA chip sector.
But this year, Gowin will launch 28nm
chips with integrated processing units. The
higher-end chip will drive more applications
into burgeoning tech industries such as
robotics, drones, autonomous driving and
5G communications.

BREAKING THE MARKET OPEN Traditionally,
the electronics sector has defined the semiconductor market in terms of memory chips,
microprocessors, standard chips, and SOCs
(systems-on-a-chip). Industry knowledge holds
that the market for memory, microprocessors,
and standard chips have been closed to new
entrants due to the high barriers to entry—the
only route left for startups is the SOC route.
However, innovation in the market has
led to a resurgence in startup involvement
in semiconductors. For example, SilTerra is
a Malaysia-based pure-play semiconductor
foundry, serving global companies like Apple,
Huawei, MediaTek, and Broadcom. But it also
has partnerships with semiconductor R&D
centres around the world who need world-class
fabrication capability.
Tan Eng Tong, Vice President of Strategic
Management at SilTerra says, “We don’t have
the firepower to compete with the big fabs like
TSMC or SMIC. But we are specialised. We
can do small volume but high value chips, like
silicon photonics and life sciences chips. These
big foundries are only looking for big volume
as they have a lot of investment sunk into their
production line. The companies that develop
these chips have sought out TSMC before, but
they were rejected as their volumes were too
small. So they come to us, and we are happy to
work with them.”
Raj Kumar, founder of IGSS Ventures
(IGSSV) and a 30-year veteran of the industry,
adds, “It is an exciting time for this industry. If
you look at our lives today especially in the last
20 years, semiconductors have transformed
the way we work, play, study, socialise, and the
way we live. At IGSS Ventures, we focus on

developing emerging niche semiconductor technologies that have the capability to influence and
transform lives, mankind and the planet we live in.”
IGSSV is one of the growing class of hybrid semiconductor firms, creating a niche sector in
the semiconductor industry to address the challenges of Moore’s Law, which also results in huge
capital expenditure every 2 to 3 years to sustain digital technologies. Similarly, SilTerra focuses
on next-generation chips that can utilise existing fabrication techniques, instead of spending
money chasing Moore’s Law.

FORWARD THINKING There is another way in which the silicon ecosystem in the region can be

encouraged. Through an ecosystem of designers, foundries, and buyers, local demand for chips
can give a boost to the domestic semiconductor industry.
Tan says, “If we can encourage local companies like Tenaga Nasional or TM to buy local
chips, we can develop a local ecosystem where SMEs can also be encouraged to develop new
types of chips and drive innovation. Furthermore, once they realise they have a world-class
foundry right here in Malaysia in the form of SilTerra, we will be more than happy to assist our
local SMEs.”
Raj further elaborates, “Singapore is seen as one of the leading nations when it comes to
Intellectual Protection and has invested billions of dollars on emerging technologies. This ties in
well to our strategic regional planning of combining our capabilities that include capitalising on
the cost competitiveness of Malaysia and the availability of its vast land and skilled manpower
as to bridge our respective gaps and optimise our strengths. Then, we can compete effectively,
and attract niche fabs from Japan, Europe and the US. We truly need to play from a regional
standpoint if we are going to win big.”

GOWIN
SEMICONDUCTORS

ounded in
2014,
Gowin
focuses
on FPGA chips
that are versatile
and in great
demand worldwide.
As a fabless
manufacturer,
Gowin aims to
capture more of the
Chinese market first,
then global demand
for FPGA chips.

F

SILTERRA

ilTerra
is a
pure-play
foundry
that is already 16th
largest in the world.
The firm is focusing
on Industry 4.0 as
the next big thing
in semiconductors.
Electric vehicles,
life sciences, and
silicon photonics
are just some of the
sectors SilTerra is
moving into.

S

IGSS VENTURES

GSS Ventures
is a technology
investment
holding company,
focused on developing and
commercialising mainstream
and niche semiconductor
technologies in existing
and next generation
applications. Combining
foundry expertise with
leading industry research,
IGSSV is focused on being
a ‘one-stop semiconductor
solutions hub’ for regional
semiconductor players.
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FAST FOOD, RUSSIAN STYLE
lini, borsch, pelmeni, and kvass are probably
not the first items one thinks of when
talking about fast food. Such hearty Russian
staples are more associated with home
cooking than a bite on the go, but
entrepreneur Mikhail Goncharov has found
a way to commercialise them.
The chain that he founded, Teremok, is
Russia’s answer to the capitalist icon that is
McDonald’s. It is ubiquitous across Russia, but is most concentrated
in Moscow and St Petersburg, with more than 500 outlets between
the two cities alone. In 2016, Teremok made its first foray out of its
homeland into America—to New York City, no less.
Goncharov’s career, as described to journalists over the years, is a
fast food rags-to-riches story with a distinctly Russian flavour. So how
did Goncharov build his empire of blini and borsch? We find out in
this issue of SME.

B

DREAMING OF A BETTER LIFE

Goncharov was raised in Almaty, in the former Kazakh SSR. He got
his first taste for entrepreneurship as a mathematics student at Moscow
State University, where he became one of many students who washed
windows for pocket change. Inspired, he struck out on his own, later
telling the Russian magazine Food Service, “I’d be walking down the
street and I’d see, say, the Ministry of Railways and Communications,
with black, dirty windows…and I’d go inside and ask, ‘Don’t you need
someone to wash the windows?’ ”
He wanted most of all to afford expensive, imported goods—
luxuries in the former Soviet Union. At the time, he said, Snickers bars
were the “symbols of a better life” for university students.
Goncharov’s first venture further bolstered his scrappy,
streetfighting style of entrepreneurship, when he started a business
selling household electronics in Moscow—tape recorders, mostly.
In the 1990s, as Russia’s economy lurched up and down following
the dissolution of the Soviet Union, so did Goncharov’s business.
Eventually, in 1998, the worst economic crisis yet took his budding
business down with it.
With his business gone, Goncharov took stock of his options.
His qualifications: a math degree from Moscow State University; an
extensive collection of vintage Russian cookbooks; and a formative
experience at Moscow’s first McDonald’s, which took the city by storm
in 1990.
So, he decided to enter the fast food business. With what
remained of his capital, plus a US$60,000 bank loan, he opened the
first Teremok street kiosk in Moscow. He named his kiosk after a
teremok, a type of traditional Russian house which last existed in the
10th century but now only exists in fairy tales.
Goncharov’s initial plan was to open something like Pret A Manger,
the UK-based boxed sandwich chain, but then he decided boxed
sandwiches were no match for the infamous Russian winter, that he
needed something heartier, more seasonally appropriate.
Enter the blini.
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CRISP, LACY, PLUMP

Though borsch is the most well-known Russian cuisine item internationally, no other
food comes as close to the Russian psyche as blini. Blini are pancakes made from
buckwheat, and served with an almost infinite array of toppings—with the most
traditional being sour cream, caviar, salmon, jammed fruits, or condensed milk.
As ancient as the Rus’, blini occupy a semi-mythical place in the Russian food
pantheon. In pagan times, blini was made for Maslenitsa, or the beginning of spring.
The blini itself, round and golden, symbolised the sun. Blini also accompanies the
Russian from birth to his very last day—a woman who had just delivered a child was
given a pancake that was supposed to bring luck to the newborn, and when a person
died blini were an absolute must at the funeral feast.
The blini is so ubiquitous in Russia that the word is used as a substitute for an
expletive. A polite Russian may mutter “blin!” after, say, stubbing her toe, in place of the
more vulgar blyat.
When it comes to making the blini, there are many rituals associated with it. For
example, it is strongly believed that only women can make proper blini. Blini made
by men just ‘wouldn’t turn out right’. A good housewife would make blini batter from
warm water, yeast and some buckwheat flour. The mere place where the batter was
prepared was of great significance—women set off to lakeshores or the forest’s edge to
let the yeast breathe the best air. And the first blini made in a batch were traditionally
considered to be of inferior quality—they would be put on windowsills for the poor.
Many Russian writers also dedicated reams of paper and gallons of ink to the
blini. Read as Anton Chekhov so described a scene of blini enjoyment, ending with the
characteristic dark humour of Russian literature, in his short story, On Morality:
A Carnival Tale:

“Finally, the cook arrived with the blini.
At the risk of scorching his fingers, Semyon
Petrovich snatched up two of the hottest from the
top of the pile and slapped them onto his plate
with gusto. The blini were crisp, lacy, and as
plump as the shoulders of a merchant's daughter.
Podtikin smiled affably, hiccupped with pleasure,
and doused the blini in hot butter. Then, as if to
tease his appetite, luxuriating in anticipation,
he slowly, deliberately heaped them with caviar.
He poured sour cream over the places the caviar
left bare. Now he had only to eat, right? Wrong!
Contemplating his creation, Podtikin was not
quite satisfied. After a moment's thought, he
topped the blini with the oiliest slice of salmon
he could find, and a sprat and a sardine; then, no
longer able to hold back, trembling with delight
and gasping, he rolled up the two blini, downed
a shot of vodka, smacked his lips, opened his
mouth—and was struck by an apoplectic fit.”
Though poor Podtikin never got to savour
his finely-engineered blini, he clearly considered
blini to be the pinnacle of Russian food. And so
do millions of other Russians who enjoy these
crisp, lacy, and plump circles of comfort food.

A MOTHER’S TOUCH

Nowadays of course, blini are one of the quickest, tastiest and diverse dishes (due in part to
the large variety of fillings). Goncharov seized
this opportunity and sold blini to Muscovites,
who poured out of the newly-capitalist offices
for lunch, in search of a quick bite.
Before he could do so however, the
problem of the blini recipe had to be resolved
first. Goncharov initially went to Paris and
spoke to dozens of crêperies, asking them how
they make the batter. But, of course, a French
crêpe and a Russian blini are as different from
each other, as a French madame is from a
Russian babushka.
So Goncharov returned to Russian
recipes, eventually consulting a prerevolutionary cookbook, A Gift to Young
Housewives by Elena Molokhovetsa. But as
he quickly found out, you can only go so far
with cookbooks.
So, six months after opening, he brought
on his mother, Tatiana Vasilievna, to develop
Teremok’s recipes, which she has been doing
ever since. Though she is a musician by
profession, as Goncharov puts it, in Russia
the women are the ones who hold the culinary
tradition, and she is such a holder of tradition.
Furthermore, the recipes vary slightly from
region to region, and from family to family.
For example, Teremok’s borsch, made
from beets, is slightly sweet. In traditional
recipes it’s more sour, but in Goncharov’s
family they’ve always made it this way.
Now in charge of the quality department,
Goncharov’s mother also develops new recipes
in consultation with her son and his team.

CONQUERING RUSSIA

Teremok entered the Russian market with a
major advantage, which was that there was
nothing quite like it. That was also the hard
part. The first step to selling fast food blini
is convincing Russians, who have, until now,
never paid for fast food blini, that perhaps they
might like to start. Burgers, those were kind of
exotic, at least. But home-style comfort food?
Couldn’t people just…make that at home?
Goncharov solved that by differentiating
himself from existing Russian folk-style
restaurant chains like Russkoye Bistro or Yolki
Palki—he wanted a modern, sleek fast casual
concept instead of a stuffy Soviet-era diner.
As he puts it: “The main idea was this: don’t
cling to the old, but take tradition and make
something new based on it. It’s like the French:
they have the Louvre, but they built the Centre
Pompidou and a glass pyramid. They evolve.
The Greeks, for example, show only the past,
and look where they’ve ended up.”
For Russians, Teremok is now

synonymous with quintessential fast food: a
puff of aromatic steam from a pocket of dough
on a wintry St Petersburg day, a bowl of homey
buckwheat and scrambled eggs during an
office lunch break. The menu has expanded
to include many familiar Russian comfort
foods, from blini and borsch to pelmeni (little
meat-filled dumplings), ukha (a Russian take
on fish chowder), and washed down with
kvass (a fermented bread drink). The company
currently serves 20 million people and sells 30
million blini annually.

CROSSING OCEANS

As far back as 15 years ago, guidebooks on
Moscow were recommending that people stop
into Teremok for a quick bite. In recent years,
Teremok has started showing up on meaningful
rankings. CNN included it in a list of the eight
best brands outside the United States, and in
2013 USA Today listed Teremok among 10
foreign brands it would like to see in America.
So in Teremok’s first overseas expansion,
Goncharov decided to take aim at the
American market. Why America? In an
interview with the Russian magazine Forum
Daily, he had a simple answer: “It’s the
motherland of fast food.”
To start, Goncharov decided to open in
the most cosmopolitan city in the US: New
York. According to him, New Yorkers like anything new, and are willing to try unconventional international cuisine. He cites the example
of supermarkets: in them customers can find
sections for African, Thai, Baltic food etc, and
furthermore, they’re arranged by nationality.
Furthermore, foreigners who have been to
Russia and tried Teremok’s offerings are generally favourably inclined towards the brand.
So now the question is: how Russian to

be? And the resounding answer is: not that
Russian. If you know what you’re looking
for, then sure, it’s not a secret. The logo is
a matryoshka doll. The second New York
location has a low-key birch tree motif, and
the food, what with the borsch and the blini,
is not subtle. But “that’s enough,” Goncharov says. The US slogan, “Where Flavor
Meets Healthy”, is appropriately nationless.
Who doesn’t crave flavour? Who doesn’t
love health?
In an interview with Food & Wine
magazine, Teremok’s COO Andrey
Narkevich said: “We want to be the place
that you can go every day, not some exotic
place you go to taste exotic flavors and eat
in the exotic atmosphere. Look at Chipotle:
When you go to Chipotle for a burrito, sure,
you know burritos are from Mexico, but you
don’t think you’re at a Mexican restaurant.
You’re not. You’re at Chipotle. You’re not at
a “Russian” restaurant at Teremok. You’re
at Teremok.”
But in 2018, deteriorating ties between
the US and Russia forced Teremok in New
York to close. Goncharov accused New
York city inspectors of “open hostility”
toward Teremok’s restaurants, and took
the decision to close operations until USRussian relations improve.
But that is not the end of Teremok’s
journey overseas. According to Goncharov:
“Not a single month passes without letters
to us from different countries—from
Venezuela to Japan.” There are currently
no Teremok outlets overseas since its exit
from America, but negotiations with various
franchisees are ongoing. Maybe one day,
you may get a taste of Russia at a Teremok
near you.
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hink of the
following brands:
Apple, BMW,
Coca-Cola, Lego,
Nike. Ever
wondered why
these brands are
so successful?
Now think about
the story behind these brands. Almost every
person can tell that an innovative Steve Jobs
created Apple, or Lego’s commitment to child
development alongside fun play.
These brand stories serve as more than
just a marketing tool. If you rely only on your
offering, you will become just another “me
too” brand that isn’t able to differentiate
itself from the others. You have to stand
out. Therefore, stories are the best way to
distinguish yourself from the other brands in
your industry.
Why?
Because people always remember a good
story. Stories are a powerful tool in human
communication. Great civilisations like the
Chinese and the Egyptians have founding
myths and legendary heroes to get people to
‘buy’ into their politics and culture—this is
not dissimilar to how big brands constantly
emphasise their story in their marketing.
Storytelling applies as much to business as it
does to epic legends.
A great story that personifies your brand
is what you need in order to position yourself
in the most effective way.

T

WHAT IS BRAND STORYTELLING?

Most UK adults think it’s good for brands to
tell stories as part of their marketing and
customer communications.

Do
think
DO you
YOU THINK
itITisISaAgood
GOOD
idea
IDEA for
FOR
brands
BRANDSto
TO
tell
TELLstories?
STORIES?

Can you
CANgive
YOU
an example
GIVE AN
of
a
EXAMPLE
OF A
memorable
MEMORABLE
brand
story?
BRAND STORY?
Most UK adults can’t think of an example of a
memorable story told by a brand.

85% of respondents said NO

79% of respondents said YES

Many people think a brand story is the

history of their brand, or a narrative that the
marketing department has come up with.
They’re not entirely wrong—these can form
the basis of your brand story. However, your
brand story should be something much more.
Simply put, a brand story tells
others what your brand means to them.
A brand story is a cohesive narrative that
encompasses the facts and feelings that are
created by your brand. Unlike traditional
advertising, which is about showing and
telling about your brand, a story must inspire
an emotional reaction.
The narrative behind your brand
exists whether you like it or not. Think of
a set of small family-run stores in a small
town. Neither store advertises beyond the
occasional flyer. But people will choose to
shop at these stores because of the story
attached to each one (ABC Restaurant has
the best noodles in town! Our kids are
classmates with Mr Lee’s son, so we always
go to his store). Businesses succeed because
they differentiate themselves.
Traditional advertising was based on a
one-way flow of information: from brand to
consumer. Now, a brand sits in conversation
with those who experience the brand.
Authorship of your brand story doesn’t sit
in your marketing department. It sits in the
hands of your social media followers; your
customers; your interns.
The signals you send about not just
what you do and how well you do it, but
about what you stand for, build the complete
picture of your brand. Marketing often
happens when your customer is telling a
friend how your product changed their life.
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Point is, you are not the only author of
your brand story. And while you can’t control
everything about your brand story, you can
lead it. You should insert your compelling,
engaging story into the mix. Make it true,
and authentic to your values. By doing so, you
add your voice to clarify your mission: what
truly drives your business or brand—you’ll
build emotional engagement. Furthermore,
by defining your brand story, you can align
your brand to the story.

WhichOPTIONS
options do you think would make the
WHICH
best brand
story?
DO YOU THINK WOULD
MAKE THE
BEST BRAND STORY?
The story of regular people

The story of the brand's customers

People want to
hear stories about
regular people.

HOW TO TELL A BRAND STORY

Firstly, your story should be
driven through personality.

Brand stories are not marketing materials.
They are not ads, and they are not sales
pitches. They should be told with the brand
persona and the writer’s personality at
centre stage. Boring stories won’t attract and
retain readers, but stories brimming with
personality can.
Your story need not be dominated by
a central, godlike figure who infuses the
company with power and success (think
Steve Jobs and Apple). Rather, a more
approachable, interesting story may work
better for you. It should be inspired by the
presence of people who participate, create,
connect, and develop the saga of growth
and success.
People trust other people. The core
reason why your story should be personalitydriven is so that it will provide someone
real for customers to trust. But it shouldn’t
be a biography—it’s the evolution of an
organisation told with personality.

The story of celebrities

The story of the brand's employees

The story of the brand's CEO/founder
0
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per cent of respondents

Thirdly, you need to get people to buy into
your story.
Why does your business exist? An answer
such as “to make money” is short-sighted.
Your business might be making money.
That’s fine and well. But why does your brand
exist? What is the reason? The answer to that
question needs you to tell a story.
Your company is the construct, but the
goal of the story is to create a connection
with your customers. Why? Because a

customer is not only participating in the story
itself, but they are participating in a monetary
way. They engage the story by purchasing
from the business that is telling the story.
When a customer purchases your
product, they must feel as if they are buying
part of the story. This creates an emotional
connection between your product and the
customer. The customer owns the story;
therefore, they trust it. The customer is now
part of your story, because they’ve bought
into it. Literally.

Secondly, your story should be simple.
While long epics like the Lord of the Rings
routinely captivate audiences, you can’t apply
the same formula to a brand story. People
love simple stories, and in a time where
attention spans are shorter than an average
Twitter post, your brand story needs to make
an immediate impact.
Therefore, it’s prudent to follow the
tried-and-true recipe for a simple story: have
a beginning, middle, and an end. How do we
go about that? Here’s a simple illustration of
the story progression that follows this recipe.
1.		 BEGINNING: Problem. Explain the problem
		 that you set out to solve.
2. MIDDLE: Solution. Describe how you
		solved it.
3. END: Success. Get excited about the success
		this produced.
Be careful with the ending, though. It’s not
supposed to be an ending like the end of
a road. It should suggest the beginning of
success and continuation.

ThroughWHICH
whichCHANNELS
channels would you prefer to
THROUGH
receiveYOU
brand
stories?
WOULD
PREFER
TO RECEIVE BRAND STORIES?
Brand’s website or e-mail newsletter
Website advertising
Social media advertising
Brand’s social media account
Shared by a friend
A blog you read
Messaging apps

SPREAD YOUR STORY EVERYWHERE

In the age of social media, news and stories
can become viral in an instant. Previously
unknown brands have been catapulted into
our consciousness thanks to the power of
the Internet.
So how can you harness this power to
promote your brand story? In one sense,
the story takes care of itself. A good story
is shareable. Others will appreciate and
engage in the story. That being said, there
are a few things that you can do to enhance
the stories virality:

What
genre do you think makes for a good
WHAT
GENRE
brand
DO YOU THINK MAKES
FOR Astory?
GOOD BRAND STORY?
60
50

Humour resonates
across all ages, but
younger people
prefer inspirational
messages.

40
30

20
10

		 BE ACTIVE ON SOCIAL MEDIA.
Stories will spread through the power
of social media. Snippets, extracts, and
anecdotes are passed around, retweeted,
liked, and explained bit-by-bit. Meanwhile,
you build a presence and a brand that lives
in a public social consciousness.
		 TELL THE STORY EVERYWHERE.
Make the story part of who you are and
what your company is. Communicate
using the power of the story. Whether
you’re writing a guest post, piecing
together a biography, or just tweeting
about your day, give your story and
elemental presence.

0

18-24

25-34
Humorous

35-44
Inspirational

45-54

55+

Informative

		 ENCOURAGE YOUR CUSTOMERS TO TELL THE STORY.
Customer testimonials are one of the most
effective ways of broadcasting your story.
Customers themselves will experience
the problem/solution/success momentum
of the story. If they’re satisfied, they will
be more than happy to crow about it.
Use these stories on your website and

marketing materials. They will reinforce
the brand’s story.
		 ENCOURAGE STORYTELLING EVERYWHERE.
When your brand hits the mainstream,
its story will become further entrenched
in public awareness. Don’t suppress any
accurate telling of your brand’s story.
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Stories are a vehicle for trust and belief.
When people hear your story in more places,
it reinforces their trust. And when they start
telling your story themselves, they trust it
even more.

SO…WHAT’S THE POINT
OF A BRAND STORY?

If you don’t have a story you are just another
commodity. A replaceable cog in the
consumption machine. You have no way to
differentiate your brand or your business.
Creating a brand story is not simply about

standing out and getting noticed. It’s about
building something that people care about
and want to buy into. It’s about framing your
scarcity and dictating your value. It’s about
thinking beyond the utility and functionality
of products and services and striving for the
creation of loyalty and meaningful bonds
with your customers.
The brand story is how Starbucks
created a whole new coffee category and
elevated itself above its competitors. That
story is the reason why some people drive
past their local coffee shop on the way to

pay five times more for a cup of coffee every
morning. It is also how Apple developed a
cult-like status among its users—despite welldocumented hardware and design flaws.
The great thing about a story is that it
lives on. Real stories keep on telling, keep
on going, and keep on connecting with
people. Keep your story alive by continuing
to impress your customers and give them
the best experience possible. Your story
will build the foundation of trust, but only a
customer’s personal experience will cement
that trust into something that lasts.

FIND YOUR
BRAND HERO

BE AUTHENTIC

MAKE IT
SHAREABLE

GREAT EXAMPLES OF BRAND STORYTELLING
DOVE

Dove has taken a different approach
to selling soap and beauty products,
by focusing on real people and their
stories. Unlike other beauty brands
which engage supermodels, Dove
has also decided to include the men
in their storytelling. This focus has
meant that women have identified
with, liked and followed the company
all over the Internet. They feel cared
for by Dove, and recognised as being
worthy of feeling beautiful.

GOOGLE

Google’s Reunion campaign is a classic
example of corporate storytelling, which also
ties into Google’s motto to ‘Do the Right
Thing’. The video tells the story of Baldev
and Yusuf, two friends who were separated
during the Partition of India and Pakistan,
and reunited when Baldev’s granddaughter
tracked down Yusuf using (what else?)
Google. The emotional reactions of Baldev
and Yusuf show how the search engine
can change lives that have been affected by
historical events over two generations ago.

KNOW YOUR
AUDIENCE

POSITIONING IS
EVERYTHING

LEGO

The Lego Movie was ostensibly a kids’ movie,
but it was also the most effective 90-minute
long commercial ever devised. Sure, the
movie was fully animated using Lego blocks,
but at the core of the movie was a great story
and an interesting enough plot to keep even
adults hooked. The Lego Movie revitalised
Lego as a leading brand in children’s toys,
with sales jumping 25 per cent the year after
the movie was released.

NIKE

Nike is perhaps the number-one brand when
it comes to leveraging storytelling to win
over their audiences. Their ad, titled The
Chance, follows the story of an aspiring
young soccer player in Brooklyn. Narrated
by Spike Lee and utilising Khalid Mohtaseb’s
cinematography, the ad reminds us that there
is a possibility for every one of us—as long as
we persevere, and wear Nikes.

JAPAN AIRLINES

Japan Airlines has always relied on its
Japanese identity to appeal to Japanese and
foreign passengers alike. Even when it was
threatened with bankruptcy, the Japanese
government decided not to close the national
carrier. Staff even took pay cuts to work for
the airline, citing “national service” as the
reason. Now, JAL promotes the concept of
omotenashi, promulgating the Japanese way
of hospitality as precious to them and their
guests.
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he biggest trend in
logistics right now
is arguably not
artificial
intelligence,
blockchain or even
visibility, it’s
personalization—
which is ushering
in a new era of delivery once only accessible

T

to big global companies and corporates.
For Asia’s legions of entrepreneurs
and small businesses—more than 70 per
cent of whom are now exporting beyond
Asia Pacific—personalization offers new
opportunities to compete and create
competitive advantage. Already, the
transport and logistics industry is at a
threshold moment in terms of the use of
personalization—the ability to dynamically

and uniquely tailor the shipping experience
to any customer or individual.
Yet while many micro-businesses believe
in the power of personalization for their
brand—allowing consumers to choose the
colour of a dress, say, or add a monogram to
a handbag—far fewer know that tapping new
customization and personalization strategies
in logistics is easier than ever.
So just how can Asia’s small businesses

deliver greater personalization in the
shipping experience? And use logistics to
gain ground against often older, larger or
more established brands?

LOGISTICS MADE JUST FOR YOU

So, what’s changing and what’s important
when it comes to customization and
personalization, in a world where 11 per cent
of global GDP is already directly attributable
to digital technologies?
The first step is to change our mental
model that logistics is something that happens
after services and products are sold. Just
as WeChat has evolved into a billion-dollar
ecosystem of apps, products and services
creating hyper-personalized experiences from
start to finish—be it in food, clothing, paying
utility bills or even shipping a package, so
too is the delivery experience starting sooner.
For instance, logistics providers can now help
SME e-tailers at the frontend to close more
business on their website, or on the backend in
after-sales service, matching shipping strategies
with customer needs.
Innovation itself is also more mobile—it’s
estimated that around 90 per cent of logistics
today happens behind the mobile phone—
meaning that we must deliver differently.
Our ‘new normal’ of personalized logistics is
all about connecting customers with greater
convenience—same-day deliveries, more
‘last mile” choices including self-collection
locations; even new, advanced tracking that
can nickname shipments and create personal
‘watch lists’.
Visibility is yet another way to
personalize the shipping experience—since
knowing the status of packages and having
control over them is at the top of any
customer’s wish list. For instance, delivery
management software can request delivery
notifications, sign for deliveries in advance,
have shipments delivered to a secure
location, suspend deliveries and more.
Here, personalization is about driving
greater flexibility—with the ability to
customize and select powerful day and
delivery options—usually at no extra cost to
an SME or its customers. More than ever,
consumers want more from their supply
chain and logistics—the ability to return
goods to a physical location; the ability to get
a text message saying goods are about to be
delivered today; track product requirements
online; vary the delivery window and
location, even the ability to “click and
collect”—collecting goods from a secure
location like a locker box or 7-11 store.
We’ve also seen growth in customization
and postponement which is giving SMEs

more options to manage inventories more
efficiently. By delaying product packaging
and assembly for as long as possible, exact
customer specifications can be met whenever
products are needed.
But that’s just the start. Our industry
is at a tipping point, barely scratching the
surface of what’s possible as customers
expect more, and demand more.

THE PERSONALIZATION OF EVERYTHING

In the future of logistics, it’s set to be
personalized everything. Already, shipping
is moving further away from a generic or onesize-fits all approach to a highly personalized
pattern of world commerce—with the ability
to customize, flex and individualize delivery
in ways that are just only beginning to
become clear.
Just as brands that create a personalized
experience are growing two to three times
faster than their peers—and seeing revenue
increases of up to 10 per cent —so too will
small businesses be able to create one-ofa-kind supply chains that help them grow,
compete and connect globally. As Alan
Kay once said: “The best way to predict the
future is to invent it”—so we are working on
a number of technology innovations that will
further change the way we do business and
the way we serve our customers. But what
can we expect to see?
Amongst a multitude of on-demand
style innovation, the day is coming where
the ultimate personalized logistics accessory
of the future will be the ability to book a
shipment by talking to your digital personal
assistant. Picture a small business customer

initiating the process, answering questions
from the digital assistant, hands-free and
paper-free, to complete a booking—with one
of our couriers, or robots, zipping to your
home or SME office to pick up the package.
So why should Asia’s entrepreneurs &
SMEs care?
Such personalized innovation—existing
or futuristic—is impressive, but why
should SMEs care? Because we are at an
unprecedented moment in history in terms
of connectivity—where more and more
customers and consumers are becoming
hyper-connected across multiple devices—
ranging from mobiles to smart phones to
wearables and even home appliances.
This personalization of connectivity—
where we’ve moved from walking among
100,000 products in a store to accessing
more than 10 million products on a
phone is giving today’s small businesses
the opportunity to compete on customer
experience on a scale never seen before.
Even now, 2019 is shaping up to be a
banner year for small businesses—four in
five of whom are already using e-commerce,
and 64 per cent of which expect to see an
increase in e-commerce revenue in the next
year. As we move closer to 2020—a year
when customer experience is expected to
overtake price and product as the number
the key brand differentiator—the opportunity
for Asia’s SMEs is now.
In fact, the ability to compete on
customer experience using personalization
is open to businesses of all sizes. And it may
just be small businesses that win the future
battle for personalization.

KAREN REDDINGTON
IS PRESIDENT OF FEDEX ASIA PACIFIC.
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hen someone travels overseas, they get to
experience all sorts of new sights and
sounds. The world is filled with an
abundance of different cultures, ranging
from the exotic to the bizarre. However, in
an ever increasingly globalised world, it is
inevitable that some things may seem
familiar no matter where we go. One such thing is the sweet,
fragrant mouth-watering smell of fried chicken.
It may not be the healthiest or the most extravagant of
foods, but fried chicken has proven to be one of, if not the most
popular guilty pleasures in the world. The typical breaded fried
chicken we know today found its humble beginnings in the
southern states of the U.S. in the 1830s; but can trace its origins
to Scottish or West African cuisine.
The popularity of fried chicken arguably stemmed from
necessity. The dish was often made by African slaves during
the 19th century who could not afford to have any meat apart
from chickens. The slaves would deep-fry the poultry with lard
and flour, which gave them an inexpensive, caloric and fairly
delicious meal. It endured the fall of slavery and gradually
passed into common use as a general Southern dish.
The idea of deep-frying breaded chicken would spread
throughout the United States and eventually, the rest of the
world. Many opportunistic entrepreneurs saw an opportunity
at the ease and quickness of preparing the flavourful meal,
leading to the founding of many of the fast food restaurants we
see today.
Not to be outdone by their western counterparts, the Asian
market has birthed hundreds of restaurants featuring fried
chicken. Some become successful franchises, others maintain
one humble store. Each puts a unique spin on their recipes or
service to differentiate themselves from the competition.
In this issue of SME, we delve into the world of oily,
finger-licking batter as we explore several Asian fried chicken
restaurants.

W

KyoChon

yoChon is one of the largest friend chicken
restaurant franchises in Korea. Having roots
stemming back to 1991, KyoChon styles itself as
less of a fast food joint and more of a traditional
restaurant, which cooks food fresh on order.
The company prides itself with adding unique Korean
flavours to it’s spice mix and sauces. It mainly differentiates
its fried chicken product by coating their food in various
different flavours such as soy or honey.
The founder envisioned KyoChon to be a restaurant
where our customers can get food that is nourishing for
their bodies amidst the hustle and bustle of their daily
lives. Kyochon’s popularity has exploded overseas, with
the restaurant now serving locations in China, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, and the United States.
KyoChon is willing to work with partners who to
develop the KyoChon business on behalf of an entire region
or country. Those who obtain a partnership will be given
exclusive rights to use and develop the KyoChon brand in
their assigned region or country. They will have access to
KyoChon’s unique recipes and internal know-how that will
help enhance the business.

K
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SHIHLIN TAIWAN
STREET SNACKS

hihlin Taiwan Street Snacks have become a rather
common sight in Southeast Asia, particularly in
Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia. A few stores
can be found in several places around the U.S. as
well. Its namesake is the Taipei Shihlin Night Market, which is
famous due to its wide range of local delicacies served in its
small streets and alleys.
Shihlin Taiwan Street Snacks aims to bring crowd
favourite Taiwanese snack foods from the alleyways of
Taiwan’s night markets. True to its origins, Shihlin stores are
often confined to small kiosks with either a few tables and
seats or none at all.
Service is generally fast and the shop offers food such as
oyster mee sua noodles and seafood tempuras. Their signature
dish however is the XXL fried chicken; a giant slab of meat
with the bone, deep fried in their own batter recipe and spiced
with as much chilli powder and pepper as you want.
Shihlin Taiwan Street Snacks is open to franchising
opportunities, allowing for franchisees to set up in open
kiosks (100-300sf) or shop lots (200-600sf).

S

MAX’S RESTAURANT

ax’s has become a staple name in the Filipino household and
is a badge of pride for the Philippines. The brand has grown
over the decades from a humble café to having over 127
stores in the Philippines and several locations in the United
States, United Arab Emirates and Canada.
Max's Restaurant's beginnings started in 1945, after World War
II. Maximo Gimenez, a Stanford-educated teacher, befriended the
American occupation troops stationed at Quezon City. Because of this
friendship, the soldiers regularly visited Maximo's nearby home for a
drink and eventually started insisting that they paid for the beverages.
Gimenez saw an opportunity present itself and opened a café for
the troops. His niece created her own unique recipe for fried chicken
which became a hit. Soon, word had spread to the local populace and
Max's Restaurant was born.
The franchise fee and total investment required to operate a Max’s
restaurant ranges from Php12 Million to Php20 Million, depending on
the type and size of the restaurant. It includes the right to use Max’s
logos, name, trademarks, recipes and other trading aspects.
Franchisees are also provided assistance with site selection,
design and planning, developmental and management training on
administrative and operational matters, and many other logistical and
management support.

M
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ITALY:

Official Name: Italian Republic Population: 62,246,674 (July 2018 est.) Capital: Rome Major Languages: Italian (official), English and other European
languages widely spoken Currency: Euro (EUR) Major Industries: tourism, machinery, iron and steel, chemicals, food processing, textiles, motor vehicles,
clothing, footwear, ceramics Major Export Commodities: engineering products, textiles and clothing, production machinery, motor vehicles, transport
equipment, chemicals; foodstuffs, beverages, and tobacco; minerals, nonferrous metals Major Export Partners: Germany, France, United States, Spain, United Kingdom,
Switzerland Major Import Commodities: engineering products, chemicals, transport equipment, energy products, minerals and nonferrous metals, textiles and clothing;
food, beverages, tobacco Major Import Partners: Germany, France, China, Netherlands, Spain, Belgium GDP: US$1.939 trillion (2017 est.) GDP Per Capita: US$38,200 (2017 est.)

he Italian Peninsula has a long and storied
history of trade. Glass beads from the
Roman Empire have been found as far
afield as Korea and Southeast Asia.
Medieval Venice grew wealthy through
trade with the Byzantine Empire and the
Islamic world. Spurred on by tales of riches,
Italian explorers such as Marco Polo, Christopher Columbus,
Amerigo Vespucci, and Giovanni da Verrazzano discovered new
routes to the Far East and the New World, helping to usher in the
Age of Discovery.
As a result of its long history, Italy’s cultural wealth and
heritage is second-to-none. Italy is home to 54 UNESCO World
Heritage Sites, the most in the world, and is the fifth-most visited
country for tourists.
Italy became a nation-state in 1861 when the regional states
of the peninsula, along with Sardinia and Sicily, were united
under the Italian monarchy. A democratic republic replaced
the monarchy in 1946 and economic revival followed. Italy

T

is a charter member of NATO and the European Economic
Community (EEC) and its subsequent successors the EC and
the EU. It has been at the forefront of European economic and
political unification, joining the Economic and Monetary Union
in 1999.
Italy’s economy comprises a developed industrial north,
dominated by private companies, and a less-developed
agricultural south. The Italian economy is driven in large part
by the manufacture of high-quality consumer goods produced
by small and medium-sized enterprises, many of them familyowned. It is the third-largest economy in the Eurozone, and
eighth-largest worldwide by GDP.

ITALIAN TRADE WITH ASEAN

From ubiquitous palm oil and rubber estates in Malaysia to long
beaches and pristine waters in Indonesia, Southeast Asia is home
to a wide array of resources and locations of interest. Italy, a
European giant in its own right, is observant of this matter and
has realised the tremendous financial potential that the region
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has to offer.
Considering the fact that
the EU is ASEAN’s second
largest trading partner after
China, Italy’s foray into the
ASEAN market is certainly not
a new endeavour. An example of
this is the creation of a strategic
partnership between Italy and
Vietnam in 2013, with specific
attention given to a collaboration
in improving SEM capabilities,
as well as the production of
food, machinery, equipment,
and agriculture between both
countries. The Italian-Thai
Business Forum in 2018 also
saw Italian Foreign Minister,
Angelino Alfano pay a visit to
the Land of Smiles. Discussions
were carried out regarding
business opportunities in
various sectors including energy
transition and the promotion of
clean fuel and gas.
In addition, the
Associazione Italia ASEAN
was set up in 2015 to provide
Italy and its “country system”
with a tool to understand and
work with Southeast Asia.
Its mission is to strengthen
the relationships between
Italy and ASEAN, and make
more evident the reciprocal
opportunities for both firms and
institutions. The Association

is open to participation by
Italian, European, and Asian
supporters. It has a very lean
organizational structure, with a
Board of Directors responsible
for setting the Association’s
strategies and policies. Its
initiatives will be implemented
along three lines of action:
events and conferences,
economic trade missions,
and publication of books and
reports.
For ASEAN stakeholders,
the Italian ecosystem for
innovation provides an
integrated framework capable
of delivering significant positive
spinoffs for the entire economy
and its peripheries. It brings
together major national players
including SMEs, institutional
stakeholders, and financial
institutions that are deeply
rooted in their local context.
Machinery and mechanical
appliances (including boilers)
prove to be the largest share of
Italian exports to the ASEAN
region. Based on a study by the
European House Ambrosetti,
the export of machinery and
mechanical appliances accounts
for 34 per cent of total value,
equal to €2.4 billion in the
Italian economy. This value
rises to €3.3 billion (46 per cent

of total exports) when electrical
machinery and equipment are
taken into consideration. Other
than that, pharmaceutical,
chemical and plastic products,
together with the automotive
sector account for another 12
per cent.
Additionally, Italy has
also signed a memorandum
of understanding to be part
of the Belt and Road initiative
promoted by China, becoming
the first G-7 economy to do so.
As the Belt and Road connects
with the ASEAN region, trade
between the two regions will
continue to grow and prosper,
bolstered by a maritime and
overland trade network. By
enabling Italy to connect via
a rail network by funding the
necessary upgrades, Italian
fresh produce can easily and
efficiently be imported to
ASEAN, and vice versa.
But beyond the dollars
and cents, and while the MoU
brings great promise of closer
economic ties and growth,
what is of note is its political
significance amidst tensions in
a brewing US-China trade war.
Its signing shows Italy’s vision
in promoting connectivity and
trade, much like the explorers
of old.
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BY
ONG XIANG
HONG

hen it comes
to visiting
Italy, many
people flock
to the
cultural
capitals of
Rome, Florence, and Venice.
However, Milan in the north is
every bit as cultured and
historic as these cities.

W

In Renaissance times, Rome
was ruled by the popes, Florence
by the Medici family, Venice
by the doges, and Milan by the
Sforza family. Vibrant, open to
fresh ideas and little inclined to
rest on its laurels, the city has
always been at the forefront of
business and industry. Fashion
and finance trade alongside
heavy industry and fabrication

in Milan.
While Rome is the political
capital of Italy, Milan is the
country’s financial and industrial
heart. It is the largest city in the
Lombardy region of northern
Italy, which generated 22 per
cent of Italian GDP in 2015 (at
an estimated €357 billion).
Milan has been, since
the late 1800s, an important

industrial and manufacturing
centre, especially for the
automotive industry, with
companies such as Alfa Romeo,
Pirelli and Techint having a
significant presence in the
city. Other important products
manufactured in Milan include
machinery, pharmaceuticals
and plastics, health, chemicals
and biotechnologies, and food
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& beverage technology. Many
multinationals also have their
Italian headquarters in Milan,
including Google, Samsung,
Mitsubishi UFJ Financial
Group, and Accenture. Many
business visitors to Milan
come for the trade fair events,
the most important being the
Milan Furniture Fair and Milan
Fashion Week.
But all this doesn’t mean
that Milan is lacking in the art
department. Like every major
Renaissance city, Milan is
overflowing with art—you just
have to look for it. Leonardo da
Vinci’s Last Supper is located in
the Convent of Santa Maria delle
Grazie; the Pinacoteca di Brera
houses some of the world’s best
collections of Renaissance art;
and Milan’s opera house, Teatro
alla Scala is considered to be one
of the most lavishly decorated
opera houses in Europe. There
is an Italian saying about the
differences between Rome and
Milan: “Rome is a voluptuous
woman whose gifts are very
apparent, while Milan is the shy,
demure girl whose treasures are
plentiful, but discovered
in time.”

GETTING TO MILAN

Milan’s main international
airport is Malpensa Airport, the
second-busiest Italian airport for
international passenger traffic
(after Rome Fiumicino Airport),
and the busiest for freight and
cargo, handling over 500,000
tons of international freight
annually.
The Malpensa Express
Trains are the only frequent
railway link between Malpensa
and central Milan. Trains to
Milano Cadorna leave every 30
minutes from Terminal 1 and 2,
arriving at Milan's Cadorna train
station in less than 40 minutes.
But if you are travelling
from within Italy or even within
Europe, its probably faster and
more efficient to take the train
to Milan. Milan’s main railway
station is Milan Centrale, which
is served by the Italian national
railway, Trenitalia. Regular
express and fast trains serve
all Italian cities (Turin, Venice,

Rome, Naples, Florence and many
others), and some European cities
(Barcelona, Zurich, Geneva, Munich,
Paris, Stuttgart, Vienna, etc).

GETTING AROUND

Azienda Trasporti Milanesi SpA
operates the metro lines and trams
around Milan. The Milan metro
has four lines, with one more under
construction. Trains run every 1-3
minutes, from 6.00 am to 11.59 pm
(2.00 am on Saturday nights).
However, Milan is par excellence
the city of trams, and it's the second
city in the world for tramway lines
extension. They're everywhere, and they
are a true symbol of Milan, just like red
double decker bus is for London. Being
above ground means you get a view of
what you're passing, so if you don't need
to go far, they're convenient and fun.

POINTS OF INTEREST
		 The Pinacoteca di
		 Chiesa di Santa
Brera is the main
Maria delle Grazie
public gallery for
(Church of Saint
paintings in Milan. It
Mary of the Graces)
contains one of the
is a UNESCO
foremost collections
World Heritage
of Italian paintings,
site, featuring
with over 500 works
delicate stonework
dating from the 14th
and an impressive
to the 20th century.
Renaissance-era
dome. However, the
highlight of Santa
Maria delle Grazie is
Leonardo da Vinci’s
masterpiece The Last
Supper, arguably his
greatest work.

		 Teatro alla Scala,
or La Scala as it is
popularly known, is
one of the world’s
leading opera
houses. Every opera
singer worth his or
her salt would have
performed at La
Scala at least once
in their career. The
most passionate
opera lovers in
Milan are known as
the loggionisti, who
frequently burst into
torrents of rapturous
applause (or boo and
catcall those they
deem unworthy).

		 Rho Fieramilano
is a fairground
and convention
space located
approximately 15
kilometres away
from the city.
Opened in 2005
with an investment
of €755 million,
the complex
designed by architect
Massimiliano
Fuksas includes
eight pavilions for
a total of 345,000
m2 (3,710,000 sq
ft) of gross covered
exhibition space and
60,000 m2 (650,000
sq ft) of outdoor
space, making it one
of the largest centres
of its kind.
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BY
DAN
TAN

ith more and more
escalating hacks, lapses
and vulnerabilities
worldwide, people are
waking up to the
importance of
cybersecurity, on their
smartphones, mobile devices, cloud storage,
personal computers, and more.

W

CLOUD IS THE WEAKEST LINK

The cloud has become the cornerstone of
many businesses' IT infrastructure. However,
like any technology, the cloud can be abused.
The main security challenges include:
		 EXTERNAL EXPOSURE –
Cloud services are typically accessed
from any location and any device with an
internet connection. While ease of access
can boost company agility, services running
in the cloud versus those on premise are
more likely to be breached.
		 ONLY DEFAULT SECURITY –
Typically, cloud services have only basic
security. This vulnerability can open the
door to any number of malware attacks.
Cloud services are vulnerable across
three main attack vectors:
1.		 ACCOUNT HIJACKS –
Gaining unauthorized access to an
individual or organization's email or
computer account for malicious purposes.
2.		 MALWARE DELIVERY –
Propagation, especially through in-app file
sharing services, such as Box or One Drive
cloud apps, in order to commit a variety of
cyber crimes.

3.		 DATA LEAKS –
Whether intentionally or unintentionally,
data leakage occurs with the seamlessness
of sharing information with cloud services.
The rate of cyber attacks against cloud-based
targets is growing fast and not slowing down.
Many IT professionals still believe security
is the responsibility of the cloud service
provider. This negates recommendations
that cloud security follow the Mutual
Responsibility model shared by the cloud
provider and the customer.

NEW THREATS TRANSITION TO THE CLOUD

Several cloud-based attacks, mainly those
involving data exfiltration and information
disclosure, derived from poor security
practices such as leaving credentials on
public source code repositories or using
weak passwords.

Another rising threat taking
the cloud environment by storm are
cryptominers, targeting the cloud
infrastructure in order to exploit the vast
computational power it presents and
generate huge profits for criminals.
Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) that are used to manage, interact and
extract information from services have also
been a target for threat actors.

REQUIRED PREVENTION SOLUTIONS

Deploy an in-depth security solution to
prevent such phishing attacks. A trusted
prevention solution can scan the content of
emails (including internal emails), evaluate the
trustworthiness of the sender, and maintain
specially researched keywords and a list of
other such variables.
A solution that performs internal scans
must also work in harmony with the existing

security of the cloud provider and perform
security checks from within the email cloud
service. And ensure your IT environment
is clean. To prevent account takeovers, any
device granted access to the SaaS platform
must be clean and compliant with the security
policy of the company.

MOBILE WEAK SPOT

The proliferation of personal smartphones and
tablets in the workplace exposes your company
to increased risks. There are risks other than
breaches of personally identifiable information
that organizations need to consider, such
as the cost of breaches and responding to
incidents, the potential damage to brand
reputation, and a loss of competitive advantage
if valuable trade secrets or intellectual
property become public knowledge.
Let us take a closer look at the four
major threats to mobile security in today's

corporate environment.

1. TROJANS AND MALWARE

Social engineering scams remain
astonishingly effective. In fact, trickery is
just as troubling on the mobile front as it is
on desktops.
Many mobile users are unaware of the
dangers and they are far too trusting when
clicking on links they receive via SMS or
social media apps such as WhatsApp. This
can often lead to the device getting infected
by malware or trojans.

2. FAKE APPS

Malicious apps can take control of mobile
devices and although the app may not
appear to be malicious, users may not
notice or understand the permissions
they grant during installation. What's
more, even popular apps can be reverse-

engineered and injected with malicious
code, and then uploaded to an app store
under a different name.
Criminals can also create seemingly
authentic copies of apps that include
similar icons, descriptions, screenshots,
and even user reviews, but hiding a
malicious payload.

3. MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE ATTACKS

Man-in-the-Middle attacks can eavesdrop,
intercept and alter traffic between two
devices. You believe you're interacting
with a known and trusted entity, but in
fact an attacker is copying credentials,
snooping on instant messages, or stealing
sensitive information.
Public Wi-Fi hotspots, which are
convenient for internet access, are
easy to fake. An attacker can create a
spoofed Wi-Fi network, or eavesdrop
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and alter a legitimate network's
encrypted communications by using
spoofed certificates or downgrading the
communication link so that it is no longer
encrypted. The attacker can then intercept
communications, alter data in transit or
install a Trojan.

4. SYSTEM VULNERABILITIES

Each version of an operating system for
a mobile device offers vulnerabilities that
cyber criminals can use to launch attacks.
Android is particularly vulnerable.
The thousands of different types of
Android smartphones and tablets are not
updated consistently and at the same time.
Most devices are still using older Android
versions in which vulnerabilities have not
been patched. Apple's iOS, on the other
hand, is less vulnerable because Apple
makes only a handful of different devices
and consistently prompts users to update
them. However, the number of attacks
carried out on Apple's iOS is increasing
as well.

IOT'S WEAK SPOT

IoT devices make our lives easier. Smart
home technology, for example, can help users

improve energy efficiency by enabling them to
turn on (and off) lights and appliances with the
tap of a touchscreen. Some connected devices,
such as smart medical equipment and alarm
systems, can even help save lives.
Networked medical devices give
healthcare professionals the ability to be
more accurate with their treatment regimens,
more efficient in administering care, and
quicker collecting and responding to
biomedical information.
There are also serious security risks
associated with IoT technology. As the IoT
ecosystem expands, so does the attack surface
for cyber criminals. This presents a daunting
challenge for cybersecurity professionals.

THE SECURITY ISSUES

While the concerns regarding medical IoT
devices may be more particular, the major
malfunction with IoT device security as a
whole lies in the fact that they are usually
poorly coded. This is mainly due to the device
manufacturers' pursuit of profitability over
user security.
IoT devices themselves can be exploited
to give threat actors unauthorized entry,
including the data IoT devices delegate to
the cloud.

Another hurdle IT professionals face
with regard to network compliance is the
sheer lack of regulation surrounding the
entire IoT ecosystem.

NEXT STEPS

The cloud environment has changed the
way companies manage, store and share
their data, applications, and workloads.
Along with a wide range of benefits, though,
the cloud infrastructure also introduces a
new, fertile and attractive environment for
attackers who crave the enormous amount of
available computing resources and sensitive
data it holds. While we consider the cloud
to be an organization's weakest link, threats
posed to them via their employee's mobile
and IoT devices are also to be taken seriously
as one of many attack vectors from which
sensitive data can be stolen or leveraged to
launch an attack.

DAN TAN IS HEAD OF MOBILE STRATEGIC PARTNERS,
APAC, MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA FOR
CHECK POINT SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES.
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Sue Barrett is a sales expert,
writer, business speaker and
adviser, facilitator, sales
coach, training provider and
entrepreneur. Sue founded
Barrett in 1995 to positively
transform the culture,
capability and continuous
learning of leaders, teams and
businesses by developing sales
driven organisations that are
equipped for the 21st Century.

ife is all about
opportunity.
It’s about the choices
we make on a daily basis.
We are all presented with
opportunities every day whether
we see them or not.
Some people are lucky enough
to have opportunities served up
to them on the platter of life not
having to work very hard for them.
And even then, these people may
not realise their opportunities and
let them sail away.
While others are given
very little or nothing by way
of opportunity, yet they are
determined to make the most of
their abilities and surrounding
circumstance to create and realise
opportunity where none may have
existed before.
Sometimes opportunities
are disguised as setbacks, major
losses and betrayals that give us
the momentum to change our
circumstances for the better.
Sometimes they are a little note
of gratitude and encouragement
that lights the fire of ambition
and purpose. Sometimes they are
boring mundane things or small
irritants that finally capture our
attention and tell us that something
has to give.
However opportunity arrives
on our doorsteps, we would be
foolish to think our success in
realising opportunities happens in
isolation and is completely under
our own control.

L

In a world of hyper individualism, it is a good to remember that we
are all part of an interconnected system of relationships, circumstances,
communities and societies and that we didn’t get there, wherever there
is, all by ourselves. If you look behind the scenes, many of those so called
‘self-made billionaires’ were fortunate to be supported by wealthy parents
or other connexions who backed their ideas.
I recently watched a video featuring Angelina Jolie when she was
receiving a prestigious award. She noted that her mother was a key
enabler of her opportunities in life; however, she went on to say that her
personal circumstances – that she was born in a safe and prosperous
country that allowed her to pursue her goals and ambitions and to realise
her talents and opportunities – were a key factor that she was fortunate
to receive. By contrast, she mentioned that there are many other talented
women and men in the world who, by circumstance, are in refugee
camps or homeless, struggling to help their families survive and where
the world of opportunity is currently limited to survival on a day to day
basis. As such, Jolie’s mother encouraged her to use her talents and
opportunities to help others lead better lives – to be of service to others.
We know that life isn’t always fair and much of what we have is
often due to the luck of circumstance, that’s why I am more determined
to find opportunities to do good work and be of service to others.
I was lucky that I was born in Australia to middle class parents who
gave me plenty of opportunities to thrive.
And whilst in my youth I would have taken many of these
opportunities for granted, I have realised more and more that without
the kindness of others, mostly strangers – people I will never meet who
serve up opportunity through their hard work, innovations, productivity
and service everyday – I could not have accomplished many of the things
I have achieved.
Which makes me even more aware of others and how they
contribute to our society. It’s so easy for us to make judgements about
others – right or wrong – through our own filters and perceptions. I’m
as guilty as the next person in falling into these traps. However, the
skills I have learned in human-centred selling, such as active listening,
questioning skills, and reflection, have taught me how to really hear
and understand what others are saying and what is important to them,
whether I agree with them or not. It reminds me to be respectful. It also
shows me –in the business environment- whether opportunities exist for
mutual cooperation or not.
Even when things get really bleak and we think all is lost and we
default to self-pity and blame, it’s really the ability to turn our darkest

moments into opportunities for
growth that can truly transform
who we are.
Whether it’s our own
personal or professional journey,
whether we are in sales and business, or serving our communities,
we do have choices to create new
opportunities, to build viable,
prosperous mutually beneficial relationships, create new pathways.
And even when no opportunity seems evident, that is when
we need to stretch our horizons,
shift our perspectives, open our
minds and look at how we can
create opportunity instead.
Please don’t close your
minds and shut down.
Instead, I encourage you to
read widely and become a small
‘w’ worldly person because we
need to be open to opportunity
every day. The opportunity to
improve, be better as individuals,
teams, businesses and societies.
The opportunity to do good work
and be of service to others.
For me, opportunity has
always been about defining
what our lives mean to each of
us and not conforming to what
others say life should be. It’s
all about opportunity. Be a bit
adventurous and go out on a
limb… opportunity is always right
in front of you.
Welcome to life.
Welcome to Opportunity.
Remember everybody lives
by selling something.

LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE
he ever-increasing
presence of knowledge
workers (people who
know more about what they are
doing than their boss does)
presents challenges to modern-day
leaders that their counterparts in
years gone by were not called to
address. The main challenge is:
“How do you help your team
members achieve their goals when
you – as a leader – are not an
expert on the topic?”
One thing great leaders
don’t do is pretend to be an
expert! This can lead to disaster
in so many ways. Below is just
one example. I’d love to hear
your ideas! Please share with me
in the comments your thoughts
about how pretending to be an
expert can be disastrous!
When someone comes to you
with an idea, and rather than say
good idea, you say, “why don’t you
add this?” or “why don’t you do
that?” you take ownership of the
idea. Your input makes it your idea
and it is no longer their idea.
So, given you follow this suggestion and do not pretend to be
an expert, how do you lead today’s
highly skilled professionals who so
often know more about their jobs
than you do? The simple answer is
that it takes special skills — and not
the ones that you may think.
You have to look at
leadership through the wants and
needs of the worker as opposed
to the skills of the leader. Here
are six quick tips for effectively
managing knowledge workers.

T

01. DEMONSTRATE PASSION: In days past, working 40 hours per week and
taking 4-5 weeks of vacation meant that people often focused less
on loving what they do. Today many professionals work long hours
and it’s crucial than ever that they love their work. Those who lead
by example and demonstrate passion for what they do make it much
easier for their followers to demonstrate the same passion.
02. STRENGTHEN ABILITIES: With less job security and more global
competition, it’s critical that people update and refine their skills
continuously. Leaders need to look beyond skills needed today and
help their workers learn skills they will need tomorrow. Leaders
also recognize that their technical or functional skills may be
obsolete – and that may well not be a technically competent as
their direct reports.
03. APPRECIATE TIME: People have less time today, which means the value
of that time has increased. Leaders who waste their workers’ time
are not looked upon favourably. Leaders will be far more successful
if they protect people from things that neither encourage their
passions nor enhance their abilities.
04. BUILD NETWORKS: Today, job security comes from having ability,
passion, and a great network. Leaders who enable people to
form strong networks both inside and outside the company will
gain a huge competitive advantage along with the loyalty of their
workers. These professional networks allow people to expand their
knowledge and bring it back to the organization.
05. SUPPORT GROWTH: The best knowledge workers are working for more
than money. They want to make a contribution and to grow
in their fields. Leaders who ask their people, “What can our
company do to help you grow and achieve your goals?” will find it
comes back tenfold.
06. EXPAND HAPPINESS AND MEANING: No one wants to work at a meaningless
job that makes them unhappy. Leaders must show their workers
how the organization can help them make a contribution to the
larger world and feel rewarded for doing something about which
they are passionate.
Managing knowledge workers is a challenging and rewarding job.
Leaders who do so must look beyond the work and think about the
person who does the work if they are to be successful. By appreciating
and encouraging the dedication, time, and experience of their workers,
leaders help shape not only the futures of the professionals they lead
but also the future of their organizations.

COLUMN
WITH MARSHALL GOLDSMITH

Dr. Marshall Goldsmith
was selected as one of the 10
most Influential Management
Thinkers in the World by
Thinkers50 in both 2011 and
2013. Marshall’s exciting new
research on engagement will
be published in his upcoming
book – ‘Triggers’
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woke up this morning
with my eyes glued shut.
That was pretty
disorienting. I wasn’t a character in
a Dean Koontz novel, but I was
relieved when I realized that I had
conjunctivitis, as I’m not sure what
I would have done if my eyes were
sewn shut with fishing line.
After I sorted myself out, I
remembered that I was supposed
to be running the Knoxville
Marathon today. I would have
been just finishing up when I woke
up, so I had a wave a sadness come
over me. I took a long shower,
letting the hot water run down
my face, with a fantasy that it
would wash away all the goo (both
current and future) in my eyes.
It’s late in the afternoon in
Boulder and I’ve taken two naps

I

today. Neither were pretty – they were both sweaty, emotional, dreamfilled messes with plenty of eye goo involved. I’m loaded up on Tylenol,
but the pounding in my sinuses is unrelenting. I’m not able to take
decongestants/antihistamines anymore, as they wreak unpleasant havoc
on a part of me completely unrelated to what they are supposed to help
with.
This cold came on hard on Tuesday. I haven’t been sick all winter
and have felt good since November after a summer of physical misery
that ended with a 60-day course of Cipro, ensuring that an enormous
amount of bacteria in me – both the good kind and the bad kind – was
very dead.
I know that I’m a whiny sick person. I also know that being sick
tilts me toward depression. I’m lucky that Amy knows this also and
takes amazing care of me when I’m sick.
I’ve felt a crash coming since Friday. I’ve been grinding through
the work that I have, some of which has deadlines before I go on
vacation in a week. I know I can tell the deadline enforcers that I’m sick
and things will have to wait a few weeks, but then I’ll just have a bigger
pile of backed up stuff to do, which just feels like an awful additional
burden. And yes, I realize I’m procrastinating by writing this article,
but I am also waiting for the full function version of Adobe Acrobat to
download since I need to use it to edit the Adobe files I’m sending back

to Wiley soon.
I know that every human
being gets sick on a periodic basis.
I also know that this particular
cold (which I call Nev – Nasty
Evil Virus), which has morphed
into a cold + bacterial infection,
is minor compared to what most
people encounter on their time on
this planet. I also know that my resources make it even easier for me
to deal with something like this.
When I reflect on this, I still
feel shitty, but I have context for
how I feel. We all have periodic
crashes of different levels of
severity (and one that has ultimate
finality), but that doesn’t make
it any easier to work through the
moment.
And yes, I’m looking very
forward to my vacation.

UP YOUR SERVICE!

et me begin by thanking
you; thanking you for
taking the time to read
our articles and learn more about
ways to improve customer service,
for your passion for service.
Here’s an expression of
appreciation, allow me to tell you
how much WE appreciate YOU.
I had the opportunity,
recently, to read the most
beautiful note of appreciation that
was sent to us. The writer of this
note expressed his gratitude in
such a tender, heart-felt way, not
from a standpoint of attempting
flattery, but spoken from his
personal experience. This most
wonderful note gave me pause
to consider the gifts contained
within gratitude.
Often when setting about
building a Service Culture
within an organization, the focus
falls on the key building blocks
of service culture: language,
vision, communication,
recruitment, orientation,
voice of customer, guarantees,
measures and metrics, service
improvement, benchmarking,
rewards, and role modelling.
This is a well proven and highly
effective road-map to success.
Yet, there is a piece of culture
that isn’t often considered by most
companies. That is the culture of
gratitude. Gratitude isn’t defined
by the required “please” or “thank
you”. When was the last time you
heard a member of your team
say, “it would be my pleasure”,
“allow me to assist you”, or
“how may I be of service”? Is
your staff courteous, patient,
respectful and gracious? Or are
they curt, impatient, hurried, or
rude? You can’t make someone
become courteous. You can’t give
someone the desire to serve. You
CAN role model these behaviours,
and allow your staff to feel the
value, and witness the positive
outcomes. Often, staff members
are a clear reflection of the
management to whom they report.
The behaviour that a leader
consistently demonstrates will
be acted out by their employees
– with customers, and with each
other. Could this be the case in
your organization? Are you a
great role model, or in your haste,
are you modelling the behaviours
that you want your team to
abandon? Are your words, and
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your actions, demonstrating gratitude?
Let’s not, however, put all the pressure on the top. It is vital that
the employees treat their managers, and owners, with equal courtesy
and respect. The Golden Rule applies here – “Do unto others, as you
would have others do unto you”.
If you wish to make sure that your Service Culture is also a
Culture of Gratitude, it is important that every individual encounter
be treated with courtesy and respect. These encounters might be
with a client, a prospect, a peer, a manager, or an employee. Even
our dealings with vendors and community are reflections of our
company, and should always be handled with gratitude. When
dealing with a difficult situation, ego or anger must never come into
play. Professionalism should be maintained at all times. Be sure to
always use the respectful language you encourage: “my pleasure”,
“certainly”, “I’d be happy to”, and “thank you”.
Why does this need to be important to you and your
organization? When your staff and your clients feel heard,
understood, and appreciated, they feel good. With staff, it makes
them want to work harder; with clients, they want to come back to
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Ron Kaufman is the
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and motivator for upgrading
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service culture. He is author
of the bestselling “UP! Your
Service” books and founder of
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you. Doesn’t that sound nice?
So, let’s start with our
own example. Thank YOU, for
reading this post, for sharing your
gratitude with others, for being
part of the movement for Uplifting
Service in the world.
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that Run DMC or another huge artist heard your tracks.
Today, the internet puts everyone on a more “level” playing field.
There are still a ton of problems in the world, no doubt. But I really
think that people coming from struggle and adversity have an advantage
in this era with the internet.
Here are my thoughts and POVs on how to understand that and
make that mental shift:

01. STOP WORRYING ABOUT OTHER PEOPLE’S OPINIONS
want to change the
conversation around fear
of failure and adversity.
You might not want to hear it,
but I genuinely believe that your
adversity and your “losses” are
your biggest strengths in today’s
environment.
The internet is creating a
more “even” playing field in every
industry — so if you’re not entitled
or soft, you’re going to have a
massive advantage over everyone
else in the coming years and
decades.
A few decades ago, things
were different. Adversity really
wasn’t as big of an advantage
because of one main thing:
Gatekeepers.
You’d have a handful of old dudes
in the media who controlled what
everybody heard and thought.
In the music industry, you had a
handful of executives who decided
who got signed and what songs
they could have on their album.
If you wanted to start a business,
there were a lot of costs involved
in building one or growing one.
Rich kids had a real advantage
over people who didn’t come from
privileged backgrounds.
Think about it … when I was
in my 20s, it was so much harder
to break into an industry like
music. You had to go on the street
corner, hand out CDs, and pray

I

This is really what it comes down to 99% of the time.
People are scared of other people’s judgement. People say they’re
scared of losing money or failing in business, but if you dig to the core of
it, they’re worried about what other people would think about their loss.
They’re worried that their mom or brother would tell them they
should’ve “stayed in school” or taken a safer path.
Personally, I make a bunch of mistakes every single day. I deal with
adversity constantly, and I’m always under pressure.
But I love losing.
I love losing because I don’t care about what you think about my loss.
That’s why navigating the business world is so easy for me.
The truth is, no one has 100 per cent context on your life outside
of you. That’s the reason I don’t value other people’s opinions over my
own – not even my own wife’s or mom’s. It’s because they don’t have
full context on my intent.
It’s why I don’t fear failing in front of them.
I have empathy for their opinions because I understand how they could
come to their conclusions with limited context. But I never take those
opinions to heart.

02. GIVE THE FUTURE MORE CREDIT THAN THE PAST

The thing that fascinates me the most about people is that they put the
past on a pedestal, and underestimate the current and the future.
It’s like they’re looking dead in the face of getting results, yet the
fear of the replication of something that happened in the past is stopping
them from “going.”
When you look forward to the future instead of dwelling on the
past, you get faster at making decisions.
To me, the past is over. It doesn’t exist anymore. I’m only living in
the current and the future.
I don’t know how to be anything other than grateful and optimistic
in a world where the odds of becoming a human being are 400 trillion
to 1.
The only time I look to the past is when I’m using my story to my
advantage.

03. REDEFINE WHAT IT MEANS TO “WIN”

People get envious of others and fear failure because they define the
“game” in the same way the world tells them to define the game.

The reason I have no fear
of failure is because I don’t have
the same “indicators” of success
as other people do.
For example, when people
ask me which entrepreneurs
I look up to, my answer
usually surprises them. I don’t
answer with the cliche “Steve
Jobs”, “Elon Musk”, or other
billionaires.
I’m inspired by people
in the dirt – normal people in
average jobs who decide that
they want to build something for
themselves, people who don’t
“get” Facebook or Instagram,
but are determined to figure it
out or people who have humility
to put in work in the face of
judgement.
I don’t care if you have
a Rolex. It doesn’t matter if
you’ve got a fancy house. I don’t
care if you’re on vacation in
Ibiza.
That’s why it’s easy for me
to not get jealous of people.
Let’s take LeBron James
and Michael Jordan, for
example. People love to debate
who’s the “better” player.
If you take it at face value,
LeBron James has 3 NBA
championships, but MJ has 6.
But what if you changed it
up? What if you asked who’s the
better human? Or who’s done
more for people? What if you
asked who’s a kinder person?
LeBron could probably win
those debates real fast.
The reason it’s easy for
me to stay in my own head is
because I’m able to contextualize. For me, success isn’t about
having the most money or
taking the most vacations. I’m
playing a different game.
Contextualizing is really
important when it comes to focusing on what actually matters.
For example, a lot of
parents feel like they have to be
financially successful to set their
kids up for a strong future, but
I don’t think that’s necessary.
I’d much rather have parents
who were homeless but instilled
the right values in me than
parents who were “successful”
on paper.
You don’t have to play by
the rules that other people set.
And when you create the game
in your own head, you can rig it
in your favour every time.

SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

his week I've been
sick with my annual
bout of asthmatic
bronchitis – fun stuff – and
the question I've been asking
myself is, "how long will it last
this year?" Historically, it's
takes 2-4 weeks for this to
subside and it sucks big time
during that 2-4 weeks. But
thinking about time frames
got me thinking about one of
the universal timelines and
challenges facing companies
everywhere.
How long should it take
for a new salesperson to
become successful and why do
so many of them fail?

T

There are six factors in total
but let's begin with those on
the client-side:
01. The length of your
		sales cycle
02. The length of your
		learning curve
03. A transition period

COLUMN
WITH DAVE KURLAN

If you have a six-month sales cycle, a three-month learning curve and
it takes 3 months to transition from their old world to your business,
that translates to 12 months of pipeline building before you can
reasonably expect your new salesperson to start closing business.
On the salesperson side, there are also three factors:
01. Length of their runway (cash or safety net to survive a
		 transition that doesn't guarantee as much money)
02. Degree of urgency (how much urgency they feel to get off to
		 a great start)
03. The theory of relativity (the more difficult your business
		 is compared with their old business, the shorter the
		runway becomes)
If your new salesperson has a six-month runway, medium urgency,
and selling in your world is more difficult than the world from
which they came, there is a negative six-month gap and it's pretty
clear that the salesperson will fail.
These factors are but a handful of the factors that go into
successful sales selection strategies. If you select the right
salespeople up front, you'll experience much less turnover, fewer
delays to growing your revenue, and build stronger sales teams.

Dave Kurlan is a best-selling
author, top-rated speaker and
thought leader on sales development. He is the founder and
CEO of Objective Management
Group, Inc., the industry
leader in sales assessments
and sales force evaluations,
and the CEO of David Kurlan
& Associates, Inc., a consulting
firm specialising in sales
force development.
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COLUMN
SUPPLY CHAIN PROFITABILITY

WITH ROY STRAUSS

Roy Strauss, president
of The Strauss Consulting
Group, LLC www.scg4u.com
has been helping companies
increase their profitability and
competitive edge by improving customer service while
reducing costs since 1983. SCG
has expertise in all aspects of
supply chain including space/
layout, software, automation,
equipment, staffing as well as
the complete design and implementation of distribution and
manufacturing centers.

Communication channels
must be established so those who
need or use the data get it on
time and immediately if there is a
problem. Reporting systems must
be included in the plan.

05: DESIGN AN EFFECTIVE
WAREHOUSING OPERATION
Should a crisis occur a plan must be in place to optimize service based
on the temporary constraints to be managed.

02: THE WAREHOUSE IS A PROFIT CENTRE

01: A WAREHOUSE IS A
WAREHOUSE IN NAME ONLY; IT
IS REALLY A CUSTOMER SERVICE
CENTRE AND SHOULD BE TREATED
AS A PROFIT CENTRE

It is essential to understand what
types and levels of service the
company’s customers require to
run an effective warehouse and
meet company goals.
One must understand how
success is defined by their company
to keep customers happy.
Customer service goals must
be clearly defined to plan properly,
one must know required service
levels including:
		 Turnover time from order
		 placement to delivery
		 Special services required
		by customer
		 Shipping or trucking
		requirements
		 And always provide
		100% accuracy
One must always be current and
set up communication channels
to get continuous feedback and
updates via:
		 Reporting
		 Data updates
		 Email
		 Other internal company
		communication systems
		 Customer visibility into
inventory, order tracking and other
unique customer requirements

Customer service goals must be accomplished within company budgets
and managing costs is a key to success.
There can be many excellent solutions, we must know budgetary
constraints now and in the future and how your operation can perform
optimally within budget guidelines using the best available solution.
Can we exceed them if providing excellent ROI?
		 To get acceptance, provide management with:
		 		 The concept
		 		 The benefits
		 		 The acquisition/implementation process
		 		 Risk level
		 		 A cost benefit analysis with break-even dates, time
Which costs are included in my warehouse budget and when does one
need budget approval from others (from whom, what is the request
method—formal or informal, written or verbal, etc).

03: ONE MUST HAVE A GROWTH PLAN; ONE CANNOT
GET THERE IF ONE DOES NOT KNOW WHERE TO GO

Most companies create a marketing growth plan and then ignore
operations; we must create an operational growth plan.
Create scenarios under different growth models (provided from
management) to devise a flexible, scalable operational growth plan.
The plan must include planning contingencies to react quickly to
change or unanticipated events and allow one to actually plan (versus
reacting to problems).
No matter how growth occurs (anticipated, faster, slower) one most
know requirements for: space (how much and at what costs); equipment
(how much and at what costs); staffing at what level and (how much and
at what costs); technology resources (how much and at what costs) and
which systems and processes to always meet customer needs.

04: METRICS: ONE MUST KNOW WHICH DATA AND INFORMATION
ONE NEEDS TO PLAN AND EXECUTE A SUCCESSFUL WAREHOUSE

One cannot manage an effective operation without having the proper
data needed to plan, monitor and manage warehouse operations.
Set benchmarks for all key performance requirements (e.g.
order completion %; orders shipped on time; employee performance;
inventory accuracy in the warehouse, etc.) and continually measure
performance versus goals, modifying goals or systems as required to
always achieve success.

What systems and processes do
I need for each warehousing
function to ensure meeting of
warehousing goals and design
every warehouse job using “best
practice”?
What are available options
for space, staff, equipment and
software and how can I best
combine available options for each
to design a successful operation?
What resources are available
to get information, affirmation,
and budget approval and what
channels and requirements
are available to get additional
resources as they are required?
Be sure the plan can succeed
with the available management
team and staff, again, management
must also be using “best practice”.

06: EQUIPMENT AND STAFF

Effective production requires a
balance of staff and equipment
in the right space and one must
determine the optimal balance.
Research to determine
proper ratios of managers,
supervisors, and workers: are they
different in different warehousing
areas, experiment after initial
implementation.
Equipment decisions must
be made for automated, semiautomated, or manual equipment.
Decisions are to be made based
on how to best achieve speed and
accuracy for optimal customer
service versus cost and ROI.
Know in advance when current
equipment will no longer support
required service levels.
The solution must provide
optimal customer service during
the busiest times or you can fail
the company’s customers when
they need you the most.

ULTIMATE PRODUCTIVITY

pportunities and
breakthroughs often come
disguised as problems.
Napoleon Hill—the author of Think
and Grow Rich, the bestselling
book ever in the personal
development field-said, “Every
adversity comes with a seed of a
greater good.” Solving problems
often brings us advantages, but
avoiding problems can bring us
long-term benefits.
Albert Einstein said, “Intelligent people solve problems. Geniuses prevent them.” If you want
to become valuable, get in the habit
of anticipating problems and heading them off before they arrive.
John F. Kennedy said, “The
time to fix the roof is when the sun
is shining.” I realize that challenges
and setbacks are a part of all of our
lives, and bad things do happen
to good people, but for every
person defeated by a problem, I
can show you someone else who
faced the same situation and used
the problem as a springboard to
future success. Think of the recent
problems you have faced or those
you have observed friends and
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family members facing, and consider how many of those problems could
have been eliminated quickly or avoided completely if there had been
prior planning and preparedness.
I cannot tell you how many people contact me with financial
problems in their personal or professional lives that should have been
anticipated and avoided. Every year, I hear businesspeople complaining
about experiencing cash flow problems around tax time. A wise man
once said, “Nothing is more certain than death and taxes.” Corporate
taxes are not a problem. They are an annual event that should already be
on your calendar before the year begins.
Many families complain of a budget crunch during the holiday
season that results in large credit card debt in the new year. Anyone
out of preschool knows the holidays come around annually. As a
blind person myself, I fully understand that bad things do happen to
good people, but most of the problems that people face should have
been anticipated or easily handled with proper preparation. Carrying
appropriate insurance and having an emergency fund can take care of
most financial problems. I have long believed that any problem that can
be solved with money is not a real problem when contrasted with people
dealing with disease, death, or disaster.
Many aspiring entrepreneurs ask me how they can have a great
idea. The answer is simple. Go through your daily routine, wait for a
problem to appear, and consider how you could have avoided it. The
answer to that inquiry is a great idea. The only thing you need to do to
turn your great idea into a great opportunity is to ask yourself, “How
could I help other people avoid that problem?” The answer to that
question can be a great business opportunity.
All fame and fortune come to people who simply solve problems.
As you go through your day today, plan for problems and look at them as
opportunities.
Today’s the day!

COLUMN
WITH JIM STOVALL

Jim Stovall has been a
national champion Olympic
weightlifter, president of
an Emmy Award-winning
television network, and a
highly sought after author
and platform speaker. He was
chosen as an International
Humanitarian of the Year,
joining Jimmy Carter, Nancy
Reagan, and Mother Teresa as
recipients of this honour.
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LIFESTYLE

BY
JORDAN
LOW

e all know that
one friend or
colleague. The
one that works
overtime, agree
to take on extra
projects and rarely take a step
away from their desk. Being
constantly chained to your
workplace is unhealthy and a
sure-fire way to get burned out.
Without taking adequate breaks
from work, employee productivity,
mental well-being and overall work
performance begin to suffer.
Overworked employees often
deal with chronic stress that can
easily lead to job burnout. This
can often be seen in especially
competitive nations such as South
Korea and Singapore, where tradition and peer pressure contributes
to employees pushing themselves
to an unreasonable degree. Having
a stressed and overworked employee not only negatively affects
health and well-being, it negatively
affects the bottom line, too.
Therefore, it is important
that employers start encouraging
employees to take breaks throughout the workday, especially lunch
breaks. These breaks are essential
in helping employees de-stress and
re-charge for the rest of the workday. Regular breaks can also help
improve overall job satisfaction.
A survey conducted in the
United States in 2018 by Tork
provides some concerning results.
The survey reveals that only
one-in-three employees go out to
have their lunch break while the
rest either eats at their desk while
working or skip it entirely. Many
are also worried that they are
being judged by their peers and
bosses when they take a break.
This is a shame especially when
the same survey finds that nearly
90 per cent of North American employees claim that taking a lunch
breaks helps them feel refreshed
and ready to get back to work.
There are many researchbacked health, wellness and
performance benefits of taking
breaks. Here are just a few examples of the benefits:

TAKE A BREAK TO

AVOID A BURNOUT

W

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

Despite the irony of how this
sounds, employees gain focus and
energy after stepping away from
their desks. A lunch break can
help prevent an unproductive, midafternoon slump.

IMPROVED MENTAL WELL-BEING

Employees need time to recharge.
Stress is incredibly common in the
workplace, especially in the Asia
Pacific region; and it has detrimental effects on employees. Taking
some time away from the desk
to go for a quick walk or enjoy a
healthy lunch is indispensable for
improving mental well-being.

CREATIVITY BOOST

Taking a break can give employees a fresh perspective on challenging
projects. It is nigh impossible to be inspired with new ideas and solutions when an employee has been monotonously working on the same
thing for the entire day. A lunch break or a short walk around the office
will most certainly help kickstart the creative thought process.

MORE TIME FOR HEALTHY HABITS

Regular breaks, including a lunch break, give employees time to practice
healthy habits in the workplace. They can use break times to make a
healthy lunch, exercise, meditate, or engage in a self-care activity.
Encouraging employees to take regular breaks throughout the day,
especially lunch breaks, is an easy way for employers to boost employee
wellness, motivation and performance. Employers do not want overworked employees running their business. It will affect the company’s
bottom line. Help your employees feel appreciated and refreshed and
reduce some stress by allowing them to take regular breaks throughout
the workday.

BOOK
THE SECRET LIFE OF THE MIND: HOW YOUR
BRAIN THINKS, FEELS, AND DECIDES

MUSIC
AIR: THE BACH ALBUM

MOVIE
THE AFTERMATH

BY ANNE AKIKO MEYERS
BY MARIANO SIGMAN
his release by California violinist Anne
Akiko Meyers looks to the past and
here do our thoughts come from?
the future. Meyers' playing is a
How do we make choices and trust
our judgments? What is the role of the throwback to a style of Bach playing that was
unconscious? Can we manipulate our dreams? common a couple of generations ago but is not
heard much anymore. Flowery, heavy on the
In this mind-bending international bestseller,
award-winning neuroscientist Mariano Sigman vibrato, a bit sentimental, with moments of
slight tempo in both the violin and the orchesexplores the complex answers to these and
tral accompaniment of the English Chamber
many other
Orchestra under Steven Mercurio. The album
age-old
provides a modern spin on the relaxing classical
questions.
tones of Bach.
Over the
course of his
20-year career
investigating
the inner
workings of
the human
brain, Dr
Sigman has
compiled a
fascinating
interdisciplinary vision.

CAST: KEIRA KNIGHTLEY, ALEXANDER SKARSGÅRD,
JASON CLARKE
he Aftermath is a drama set in
post-Second World War Germany. It is
based on the novel of the same name
by Rhidian Brook. The film features Rachael
Morgan arriving in the ruins of Hamburg during
a bitter winter, to be reunited with her husband
Lewis, a colonel of the British Forces in
Germany charged with rebuilding the shattered
city. However,
Rachael is
stunned to
discover that
Lewis has
made an
unexpected
decision: they
will be
sharing a
grand house
with its
previous
owners, a
German
widower and
his troubled
daughter.

THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER

SULLY

W

BY TOM CLANCY
he debut novel of the world
renown author Tom Clancy,
nominated as one of America's
best-loved novels by PBS's The Great
American Read. The novel introduces
Clancy’s unforgettable hero, Jack Ryan, as
he finds himself in the middle of a highstakes game of hide-and-seek played by two
world powers. It is a race against time to
find a stealthy Russian nuclear submarine
and her
captain who
plans to
defect to the
US. The
consequences of failure
would be
catastrophic
and may
lead to
World War
III.
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RELAXING PIANO: STUDIO GHIBLI COMPLETE
COLLECTION BY CAT TRUMPET

cience has shown that music stimulates the brain. New research has also
shown that movie and video game
sounds tracks are among the best music to listen
to in order to boost productivity. These pieces
were created specifically to complement your
other senses, which is what makes them
excellent work tunes. Studio Ghibli, the studio
of legendary film maker Hayao Miyazaki, has
created ground-breaking animated films which
are accompanied by unforgettable soundtracks.
This album compiles some of the studio’s
greatest pieces, remade into a soothing piano
score that can be listened to for hours.

S
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CAST: TOM HANKS, AARON ECKHART, LAURA LINNEY
ased on a true story, Sully details the
events of Captain Chesley "Sully"
Sullenberger and First Officer Jeff
Skiles aboard US Airways Flight 1549. In
2009, Flight 1549 suffered catastrophic
engine failure on take-off, resulting in both of
the plane’s engines failing. The pilots were
able to make an emergency landing in the
Hudson River, a decision which saved all 155
souls onboard. The film is a dramatisation of
the events followed by an inquiry as to
whether or
not the
captain
risked the
lives of his
passengers
by not
attempting
to land at
an airport.
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MALAYSIA INTERNATIONAL HALAL SHOWCASE

T

he Malaysia International Halal Showcase (MIHAS) was held from 3-6 April 2019 at
MITEC, Kuala Lumpur. Buyers and exhibitors of halal products congregated to showcase
the finest in halal food, finance, tourism, and other businesses.

ASIA PACIFIC ENTREPRENEURSHIP AWARDS INDIA 2019

T

he Asia Pacific Entrepreneurship Awards (APEA) was held at Hotel Andaz Delhi Aerocity, India on 18 April
2019. With the theme of ‘Promoting Inclusive Economic Development through Sustainable Entrepreneurship’,
over 300 attendees were present at the by-invitation only event.
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PERSPECTIVE

ebruary is an important
month for many
businesses. This is the
month when employees
looking for greener
pastures move on, after
receiving their bonuses
(or not). This is also when salary surveys and
such appear on the internet and online media.
Many of you would realise that
every article you see on news sites—things
like ‘employees are underpaid’, ‘bosses
are monsters’ and such are written by
journalists—who are of course employees
viewing things from an employee perspective.
It might even be a subtle reminder to their
bosses that it is time to relook at their salary,
if that hasn’t been done.
On the one hand, we must all agree that
salary increments have not caught up with
inflation. Most fresh graduates can hardly
make ends meet. The working class has it
even worse: a family of four would be hardpressed to survive unless both parents have
stable jobs.
The rise of consumerism and instant
gratification doesn’t help. Very few of our
young ones save money. They have no

William Ng is Group Publisher and Editor-in-Chief of Business Media International. He can be reached at
w.ng@businessmedia.asia or connect with him at
www.facebook.com/williamngpage

hesitation in trading whatever they earn
with their wants (as opposed to needs). The
operative phrase is YOLO—you only live once.
Enjoy life while you can.
This triple whammy of a negligible salary
increment, a spendthrift lifestyle and zero
savings puts pressure on our society, our
legislators—and indeed every business. What
do we do as business owners to help?
If your business can afford it, it makes
sense to pay as much as you can. That’s a
no-brainer. Employees run our businesses.
Unfortunately, for most of us, that’s easier
said than done. Just as employees are faced
with that triple whammy, businesses are faced
with our own triple whammy.
Chief of this is VUCA: the volatile,
uncertain, complex and ambiguous market we
operate in. Businesses can no longer budget
for businesses for the short term, let alone the
long term. Your plans go out of the window at
the slightest change of policies of governments
5000 miles away. Businesses have no control
of anything that matters. So it makes sense for
businesses to conserve their resources for bad
times. And that ‘bad time’ could be next year.
Or it could be tomorrow.
Then there’s the challenge of social

media and the internet. I’ve always wondered
how it would to be an entrepreneur in the
70s—when a doctor is a doctor, a property
developer is a property developer and a
restaurant owner is a restaurant owner.
Today, a doctor must also be a PR practitioner, a legal expert and have the skills of a
trained counsellor. Any less, and your business
could fail. Consumers have unrealistic expectations of what they want when they deal with a
business. It only takes 5 minutes of Googling
for them to claim you are a cheat, based on
claims made by some quack halfway across
the world. Your red paint isn’t really red. Your
food isn’t exactly world class (or crispy).
Consumers benchmark you against the
best in the world, but conveniently leave you
no slack versus the worst in the world. You
can’t be average. Average is taboo.
The third whammy is one that started
two decades ago. It’s the blessing the global
community calls ‘globalisation’. Now you can
be selling your products in South America.
Or Africa. It’s a free market. And we are all
connected. Or so you are told. How many of
you are selling to Brazil? Or partnering with
someone in Zimbabwe?
While larger companies are taking
advantage of the removal of trade barriers,
SMEs are struggling in the aftermath. Margins
have become razor thin. A breeze can
bring down the proverbial tree that is your
business, never mind a storm. Even the idea of
intellectual protection is a game played solely
by multinational companies. You have zero
protection against anything.
And I haven’t even mentioned
technological disruption.
Against such odds; how do you pay more
for the same thing?
Hence the problem is real. If you don’t
work on increasing your employees’ salary—
you will soon be forced to. Either by the
government via minimum wage legislation, or
by employees when they leave you.
There are no quick and easy answer to
this conundrum. Businesses need to focus on
two things, and fast. The first is to improve the
productivity of your business and employees by
adopting technology and boosting output per
employee. I will write about staff productivity
and the challenge thereof next month. So pick
up a copy of this magazine.
The second is to focus on your business
culture and their impact on employee engagement. Some of us are very good at that. Some
of us less so. And this we must learn fast.
I’ve written often on the need to tie
pay to productivity. Not enough businesses,
especially SMEs, are prepared to do so. We
are afraid of our archaic labour legislation that
rewards low productivity. Or we are afraid our
employees will leave for companies that pay
for seniority (and for showing up).
Pay more. But pay only for productivity.
It isn’t easy. But it’s doable. And hopefully
your favourite month from now on will be
February.
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